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Abstract 
 
Interruptions to workflow have been a source of concern in the health services community. 
Interruptions have been associated with lost time, staff and patient frustration, and they may 
contribute to preventable medical error. Despite extensive efforts by researchers to mitigate the 
effects of interruptions, interventions are sometimes ineffective and do not fit the intended work 
system. In this thesis I investigate why interruptions occur in the first place, whether they are 
needed, and what, if anything, we should do about them. 
 
In a large-scale critical review of the healthcare interruptions literature I examined the research 
traditions that have motivated and guided interruptions research in order to impose some structure 
on the complex and conflicting body of literature. Among other insights, the review revealed that 
investigations into interruptions are often focused on a single clinical discipline, and that they fail to 
consider inter-disciplinary dependencies and other contributing sociotechnical system factors.  
 
Next I present two methodological innovations consistent with a systems approach. The first 
methodological innovation is the Dual Perspectives Method, an observational technique developed 
in order to collect multiple perspectives about interruptions that can be used to draw conclusions 
about their purpose in healthcare or the burden they impose. The Dual Perspectives Method was 
used to conduct observations of 46 participants at a 30-bed ICU at a large tertiary care hospital in 
Brisbane, Australia. In contrast to many other interruptions studies, participants were sampled from 
all operational levels and all work roles in the ICU work system, including medical staff, nurses in 
clinical and non-clinical roles, support staff, and allied health staff, in order to explore a full range of 
coordination needs and motivations for interrupting.  
 
The second methodological innovation is the application of social network analysis and modeling 
techniques to the observational data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method, making it 
possible to analyze patterns of interaction and interdependencies across all roles in a work system. 
Together the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis allowed me to identify 
targeted systems-based interventions that may reduce unnecessary interruptions while at the 
same time avoid unintended consequences that impose additional burden on ICU staff.  
 
Finally, I present a guide for identifying appropriate interventions, designed to help nurse unit 
managers improve the management of workflow interruptions in their respective units by guiding 
them towards system-based vs. person-based interventions, where appropriate. The concept 
behind the guide was based on the Institute for Safe Medication Practice’s Hierarchy of 
Intervention Effectiveness. Semi-structured interviews were used to evaluate the guide and 
indicate improvements to future iterations. 
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In contrast to a single-discipline approach, this program of research employed a systems approach 
to reveal vulnerabilities in the clinical work system and the sociotechnical factors that must be 
considered when developing interventions that better fit clinical workflow. The results indicate that 
simple counts of interruptions do not reveal enough information to lead to effective interventions. 
Instead, it is imperative to include a broader sampling of work roles in investigations. The findings 
further highlight that systems-based interventions are possible that could improve work 
coordination at ‘blunt end’, while at the same time avoiding unintended consequences to the rest of 
the work system. These findings may discourage clinical leaders and policy makers from simply 
recommending that interruptions be minimized without considering workflow issues and the role of 
staff in preserving the quality of their work. 
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Narrative Overview 
2 
1. Introduction 
Interruptions to clinical work have widely been a source of concern in the health services 
community. Interruptions have been associated with negative outcomes such as lost time, staff 
and patient frustration, and may contribute to medical error. However, interruptions have also been 
identified as a necessary part of clinical work. Despite extensive efforts by researchers to mitigate 
the negative effects of interruptions, interventions are sometimes ineffective and do not fit the 
intended work system. In this thesis I seek to understand why interruptions occur in the first place, 
whether they are needed, and what, if anything, we should do about them. 
1.1. Overview of the program of research 
The present program of research was conducted in a phased approach (Figure 1).  
 
 
Figure 1: Thesis Overview 
 
In Phase 1, I examined the heterogeneous healthcare interruptions literature to understand 
what research traditions are contributing to healthcare interruptions research. In Phase 2, the Dual 
Perspectives Method was developed with the objective of collecting multiple perspectives following 
an interruption event. In Phase 3, the Dual Perspectives Method was used to collect data about 
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interruptions in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) that would allow me to make conclusions about how 
interruptions in that environment are shaped by the demands of a sociotechnical system.  
In Phase 4 I identified and adapted a data analysis technique – social network analysis – 
that when applied to the data collected in Phase 3, exposed disproportionate areas of dependency 
between roles. Social network analysis provides quantitative measures and strong visualizations of 
interruptive communication patterns in healthcare. In Phase 5, I sought to translate these findings 
into practice by identifying system-based interventions in order to reduce unnecessary 
interruptions while at the same time avoiding unintended consequences that may impose 
additional burden on the work system. 
1.2. Structure of the thesis 
Three core manuscripts form the basis of this thesis: 
 
• Paper 1: McCurdie, T., Sanderson, P., Aitken, L.M., 2017a. Traditions of research 
into interruptions in healthcare: A conceptual review. Int. J. Nurs. Stud. 66, 23-36. 
doi:10.1016/j.ijnurstu.2016.11.005 (McCurdie et al., 2017a) 
• Paper 2: McCurdie, T., Sanderson, P., Aitken, L.M., Liu, D., 2017b. Two sides to 
every story: The Dual Perspectives Method for examining interruptions in 
healthcare. Appl. Ergon. 58, 102-109. doi:10.1016/j.apergo.2016.05.012 (McCurdie 
et al., 2017b) 
• Paper 3: McCurdie, T., Sanderson, P., Aitken, L.M., 2018. Applying social network 
analysis to the examination of interruptions in healthcare. Appl. Ergon. 67, 50-60. 
(McCurdie et al., 2018) 
 
The manuscripts are appended in their original form following the references. In the present 
narrative overview I present a cohesive summary of the research incorporated in these 
manuscripts, with references to the original manuscripts included throughout. The research 
conducted in Phase 5–translation of findings into practice–has not yet been prepared for 
publication. However, a full account of Phase 5 research activities have been included herein.  
In the following narrative overview I review the healthcare interruptions literature, and 
outline how this thesis addresses gaps in healthcare interruptions research. I then present two 
novel methodological innovations, and the results of a field study conducted using a combination of 
these two novel methods. Next, I discuss relevant intervention prospects based on the results of 
the field study, and conclude with a discussion of the research limitations as well as implications of 
the findings for both researchers and policy makers. 
1.3. History of interruptions in healthcare 
The impact of interruptions to clinical work tasks has been at the forefront of patient safety 
concerns for over 20 years. In an early opinion piece on the topic, Davis (1994) notes that 
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interruptions should get more attention due to their role as a ‘source’ of medication errors. Other 
early reviews and studies attribute medication errors to interruptions to nurses’ tasks (Fuqua and 
Stevens, 1988; Scholz, 1990).  
Since the publication of these early papers, there has been no shortage of reports of the 
negative impacts of interruptions in healthcare. Most notably, an Institute of Medicine report 
entitled “To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System” suggested that interruptions could be a 
contributing factor to preventable medical error (Kohn et al., 1999). Later reports of associations 
between interruptions and errors echo earlier concerns (Westbrook et al., 2010b; Wiegmann et al., 
2007). As well as potentially contributing to medical error, interruptions have been associated with 
lost time (Elganzouri et al., 2009; Peleg et al., 2000), and staff and patient frustration (Dearden et 
al., 1996; Peleg et al., 2000; Tucker and Spear, 2006). However, despite the sustained attention 
given to interruptions in healthcare, there is little evidence to substantiate claims regarding their 
negative effects on safety outcomes (Grundgeiger and Sanderson, 2009; Hopkinson and Jennings, 
2013; Rafferty and Franklin, 2017). 
In addition to the multitude of reports citing the negative effects of interruptions, some 
positive aspects of interruptions have also been recognised. Interruptions play an important role in 
conveying time critical information (Hayes et al., 2014; Henneman et al., 2006; Sasangohar et al., 
2012). By many accounts, interruptions are a necessary part of clinical work; this I discovered both 
anecdotally in the course of my research and also in the literature. Hayes et al. (2014) note that 
nursing practice is inherently interruptive and requires that nurses are available to their patients. 
Interruptions from patients during certain high-risk tasks are sometimes even encouraged, given 
the limited amount of one-on-one time that nurses have available for patients in some ambulatory 
care environments (Prakash et al., 2014). Furthermore, some interruptions have been found to be 
helpful and may contribute to increased safety and improvements to patient comfort (McGillis Hall 
et al., 2010c). Interruptions have also been useful for advice seeking and information sharing 
between doctors (Walter et al., 2017). Although interruptions are sometimes associated with 
negative outcomes, other interruptions are clearly critical to providing patient care (Myers et al., 
2015; Rivera-Rodriguez and Karsh, 2010). 
In a recent editorial by Rafferty et al. (2017, p. 1), the authors note that although a direct 
causal relationship between interruptions and medication errors remains to be proven, reducing 
interruptions to these tasks “represents a generally accepted goal”. Efforts to mitigate the negative 
impact of interruptions mostly involve preventing them at the ‘pointy end’, such as discouraging 
people from interrupting a nurse doing medication administration at the patient bedside. 
Interruption interventions are largely modelled on the ‘sterile cockpit’ principle, based on its 
previous success in aviation (Pape, 2003). ‘Sterile cockpit’ interventions prohibit staff from 
engaging in conversations that are unrelated to safety critical tasks (FAA, n.d.); these interventions 
require that staff organize themselves in order to intercept or defer interruptions until a more 
appropriate time. However, the outcome of sterile cockpit-inspired intervention studies in 
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healthcare has been inconsistent. This is probably because the clinical environment is much more 
distributed than the cockpit environment, and does not afford the same opportunities for isolation 
as aviation does (Grundgeiger and Sanderson, 2009; Hayes et al., 2014). In general, there has 
been limited evidence of the ability of interventions to reduce medication error (Raban and 
Westbrook, 2013). 
1.4. How this thesis addresses gaps in healthcare interruptions research 
In this thesis I employ a systems approach to understanding why interruptions occur, 
whether they are needed, and what, if anything, we should do about them. As is evident from the 
literature, there are many perspectives on interruptions in healthcare and little consensus on the 
effectiveness of interventions to handle them. Reviews have contributed important summaries of 
interruptions research, but they are often context or discipline-specific. For example, reviews have 
summarized the impact of interruptions during medication administration in adult and paediatric 
critical care (Bower et al., 2015; Grundgeiger and Sanderson, 2009), the patient safety implications 
of interruptions from the psychological literature (Li et al., 2011), as well as the effectiveness of 
interventions to reduce interruptions to medication administration (Raban and Westbrook, 2013). In 
a comprehensive review of interruptions specific to nurses’ work, Hopkinson and Jennings (2013) 
conclude that pre-existing biases and beliefs may be to blame for conflicting outcomes in 
healthcare interruptions research.  
Given the wide range of perspectives and various disciplines studying interruptions in 
healthcare, I sought to examine the research in a holistic way. In order to make sense of the 
contradictory findings, I conducted a large conceptual literature review to identify research 
traditions that are contributing to interruptions research and how those research traditions bring the 
values and methods of their traditions to the study of interruptions in healthcare. Furthermore, I 
sought to identify how the research traditions shape the questions that are asked about 
interruptions in healthcare. 
As previously noted in the literature, there has been only weak evidence that interventions 
reduce interruption rates or errors (Raban and Westbrook, 2013). The lack of evidence suggests 
that the conventional treatment of interruptions may not be working. Instead of ‘pointy end’ 
interventions designed to protect a particular person or task, interventions are needed at the ‘blunt 
end’ of work (e.g., making forms more accessible electronically and thereby eliminating reliance on 
hard-to-find physical copies) to better match the needs of clinical workflow and to facilitate safe 
and effective care. In their review of interruptions in the Emergency Department, Werner and 
Holden (2015, p. 252) note, “To develop robust interventions in the ED and other complex 
sociotechnical work systems, we must understand the sociotechnical system factors shaping 
interruptions, the way that the interruption process unfolds, and the associated outcomes.”  
However, investigations of interruptions in healthcare have often focused on a single 
clinical discipline, by tracking an individual clinician and the interruptions they receive. 
Investigations have typically failed to consider inter-disciplinary dependencies and other possible 
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contributing sociotechnical system factors that create and perpetuate interruptions. In contrast to 
the single clinical discipline approach, my research applies a multiple discipline systems approach 
to understanding the role that interruptions play in the healthcare work system and whether 
interventions are warranted to help people handle demands for their time and attention.  
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2. Review of Traditions of Research into Interruptions in Healthcare (Phase 1) 
In an attempt to uncover the pre-existing biases and beliefs that Hopkinson and Jennings 
(2013) suggest are contributing to contradictory findings in healthcare interruptions research, I 
conducted an extensive literature review (McCurdie et al., 2017a). The purpose of the review was 
to identify the research traditions that have motivated and guided interruptions research to date, 
including a consideration of how those traditions shape questions that are asked by researchers. 
 
 
Figure 2: Research Phase 1 
 
The framework used to conduct the review was based on an approach developed by 
Greenhalgh et al. (2009, 2005) as a way of making sense of inconsistent findings produced by 
different groups of researchers. Elements of Greenhalgh et al.’s (2005) meta-narrative approach 
were adopted to explore the defining characteristics of each tradition reporting healthcare 
interruptions research, including the predominant research motivation of that tradition and its 
philosophical position towards interruptions (e.g., the potentially positive or negative effect of 
interruptions). Questions posed within each tradition, and the methods used to answer those 
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research questions, were also examined in the review. Finally, each tradition’s overall contribution 
to the body of knowledge on interruptions in healthcare was summarized. 
A total of 141 interruptions papers were included in the review, representing perspectives 
from a wide range of scientific disciplines and areas of healthcare. A further 19 papers were 
considered, but failed to meet the inclusion criteria which required that the context of the article 
was healthcare (or the authors stated that their findings were relevant to healthcare). Furthermore, 
the papers needed to have been written in English and could not be a duplicate of later more 
authoritative reports of the same research.  
2.1. Results 
The most stable and reliable categorization of the healthcare interruptions literature 
comprised four distinct traditions of research – epidemiology, quality improvement, cognitive 
systems engineering, and applied cognitive psychology. These traditions are described in detail 
below. Research representing blends of these four research traditions were also identified, as 
shown in Figure 3. The four largest circles in the diagram represent the core research traditions, 
and the smaller circles represent blends of those core traditions. The most underrepresented blend 
of traditions was between epidemiology and quality improvement; the connection between these 
traditions is therefore indicated with a dotted line. 
2.1.1. Epidemiology 
Epidemiology is defined as “the study of the distribution and determinants of disease 
frequency” in human populations (MacMahon and Pugh, 1970). Hennekens et al. (1987) similarly 
note that three interrelated components of disease – distribution, determinants, and frequency – 
encompass all epidemiologic principles and methods. A hallmark of epidemiology is its use of 
quantitative methods involving statistical estimation or testing (Broeck and Brestoff, 2013). 
Researchers in the tradition of epidemiology perceive the presence of interruptions in healthcare 
as predominantly negative. For example, in the case of a clinician preparing and administering a 
medication, an interruption is a potential pathogen that could compromise the safety of work and 
therefore must be eradicated. Researchers in this tradition typically focus on gathering statistical 
evidence to define the impact that interruptions have on specific work processes. The statistical 
evidence is collected by way of field study and is typically communicated using rates of 
interruptions received per hour. The epidemiology tradition brings a well-grounded quantitative 
understanding of the effects of interruptions to healthcare interruptions research. 
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Figure 3: Research traditions contributing to healthcare interruptions research (McCurdie et al., 2017a) 
 
2.1.2. Quality improvement 
Originating in industry (Deming, 2000; Ishikawa, 1990; Juran, 1951), the tradition of 
healthcare quality improvement involves the combined effort of all healthcare stakeholders to make 
changes that lead to improved health outcomes, better care, and ongoing professional 
development (Batalden and Davidoff, 2007). Measurement is important in quality improvement 
(Donabedian, 1988); however, measurement in this tradition does not always incorporate precisely 
designed trials and large samples. Instead, the focus is on sustained systematic actions that 
cumulatively lead to large-scale improvements (Berwick, 1996). Change is implemented and 
evaluated quickly in the quality improvement tradition (Powell, 2015). Interruptions research in the 
tradition of quality improvement is typically represented by clinician-led pre-post intervention 
studies that are conducted in the clinical environment. A hallmark of quality improvement in 
interruptions research is the implementation and evaluation of ‘sterile cockpit’ interventions. In this 
tradition interruptions are mostly perceived as negative, though occasionally they are 
acknowledged as a necessary part of clinical work. Uniquely, quality improvement brings a 
tradition of clinician-led initiatives as an immediate first-line response to quality and safety issues 
resulting from interruptions in healthcare. 
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2.1.3. Cognitive systems engineering 
Cognitive systems engineering emerged in the 1980s in response to a number of large-
scale industrial accidents. Foundational scholars in this tradition acknowledged the challenge that 
human operators faced in working with new forms of complex technology and automation 
(Hollnagel and Woods, 1983; Rasmussen, 1986). Improving the design of the “joint cognitive 
system”, which comprises interactions between humans and technology, is a focus of the cognitive 
systems engineering tradition (Hollnagel and Woods, 2005; Woods and Hollnagel, 2006). 
Cognitive systems engineering researchers analyse how human activity is shaped by properties of 
the work system, and design the work system to enhance and amplify human capabilities (Vicente, 
2002). With respect to healthcare interruptions research, cognitive systems engineers 
acknowledge both positive and negative aspects of interruptions. Researchers in this tradition work 
to analyse the factors that contribute to interruptions, and also the impact that interruptions have 
on patient safety and other levels of the work system. Interruptions studies emerging from the 
cognitive systems engineering tradition are typically conducted in the clinical environment, with the 
exception of high-fidelity simulations of the naturalistic work environment. Cognitive systems 
engineering researchers seek to understand the purpose of interruptions in the healthcare work 
system and opportunities for redesign where needed. 
2.1.4. Applied cognitive psychology 
The field of cognitive psychology is concerned with developing theories and models of 
human cognitive function in order to understand its strengths and limitations (Anderson, 1990). 
Researchers in ‘applied’ cognitive psychology aim to understand the impact that a given 
environment poses to cognitive functions, such as attention or memory (Hoffman and 
Deffenbacher, 1992). With respect to interruptions, the applied cognitive psychology tradition is 
specifically interested in how interruptions influence cognitive performance. Interruptions are seen 
as exclusively negative since they are disruptive to cognitive process, which in turn makes error 
more likely. Interruptions studies originating in this tradition are almost always laboratory based 
and offer highly controlled assessments of the factors that disturb mental processes and lead to 
error. 
2.2. Comparison of research traditions 
In Table 1 below, some of the central themes of interruptions research within each research 
tradition are highlighted to reflect the core contributions of that tradition. Key differences across 
traditions include whether interruptions are considered positive or negative, the purpose of 
investigations into interruptions, the contexts in which interruptions are examined, and the 
motivations for proposed solutions. The table also includes the most common research questions 
about interruptions that are posed by the various traditions. Amongst the papers reviewed, the 
question of the impact of interruptions was most frequently asked. Depending on the research 
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tradition, the impact of interruptions was measured in a variety of ways: as a function of task 
completion time, situation awareness, time to resume an interrupted task, or relationship to error. 
It is clear that some healthcare interruptions researchers have begun to incorporate 
elements of other traditions into their own research. Blends of the four core research traditions 
accounted for one third of the papers reviewed. Unfortunately the quality improvement research 
tradition was notably underrepresented across all of the blends. There were no blends of research 
between quality improvement and the applied cognitive psychology tradition, and only a limited 
number of papers representing blends of research between quality improvement and epidemiology 
or cognitive system engineering. This may be unsurprising given that quality improvement focuses 
on rapid translation of findings into practice (Powell, 2015). Adopting methods or principles from 
other traditions may take too long or require a level of control that is unachievable in practice. 
Despite these challenges, it is important that blends of methods and motivations between the 
quality improvement tradition and others should continue to grow, given that clinician-led quality 
improvement research is closest to patient care (Powell, 2015).  
2.3. Conclusions 
This comprehensive review of healthcare interruptions literature revealed that the research 
can be differentiated by the fundamental values of four distinct research traditions. Each tradition is 
biased in its own motivations and theoretical commitments for studying interruptions, which in part 
explains the sometimes-contradictory outcomes. My research is firmly positioned within the 
cognitive systems engineering tradition, and includes adopted elements from the quality 
improvement tradition. Although Hopkinson and Jennings (2013) suggest that investigations into 
interruptions in healthcare should be free from bias, this is impossible given that biases reflect a 
researcher’s epistemological stance, which constrains the questions they ask and methods they 
use. However, this work provides an opportunity for researchers to consider their own 
assumptions, and to remain open to opportunities offered by other perspectives and methods. 
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Table 1: Contrasts of characteristics and typical investigative motivations across research traditions; adapted 
from Paper 1 (McCurdie et al., 2017a) 
 Epidemiology Quality Improvement 
Cognitive Systems 
Engineering 
Applied 
Cognitive 
Psychology 
Characteristics 
Attitude Toward 
Interruptions 
Mostly negative Mostly negative Mixture of positive 
and negative 
Mostly negative 
Purpose of 
Investigation 
Determine burden 
of the problem 
and eradicate the 
problem 
Pursue rapid change 
in order to improve 
safety 
Understand the 
purpose of 
interruptions with a 
goal of improving 
work through system-
based redesign 
Understand how 
interruptions 
disrupt cognitive 
processes in 
order to protect 
those processes 
Context of 
Investigation 
Observational 
fieldwork and 
quantitative 
analysis 
Observational 
fieldwork, evaluation 
of intervention 
Varies widely; 
naturalistic studies of 
work and high-fidelity 
simulation 
Controlled 
laboratory studies 
Primary Locus of 
Solutions 
Elimination of 
interruptions 
during safety 
critical tasks 
Elimination of 
interruptions during 
safety critical tasks 
using person-
centred interventions 
Interventions that 
redesign “joint 
cognitive system” 
between human and 
technological 
components 
Solutions that 
protect cognitive 
processes of an 
individual 
clinician 
Investigative motivations 
Why do 
interruptions 
occur? 
✓ ✓ ✓  
What is the 
current state of 
interruptions? 
✓  ✓  
What is the 
impact of 
interruptions? 
✓  ✓ ✓ 
Is there a 
relationship 
between 
interruptions and 
error? 
✓  ✓  
Can interventions 
help to reduce 
the impact of 
interruptions? 
 ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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3. Methodological Innovations (Phase 2 & Phase 4) 
In the following section I present two methodological innovations consistent with a systems 
approach that I used to collect and analyze field data. When combined, these two methods reveal 
vulnerabilities in the clinical work system and the sociotechnical factors that must be considered 
when developing interventions that better fit clinical workflow.  
 
 
Figure 4: Research Phases 2 and 4 
Many attempts to define interruptions exist (Grundgeiger and Sanderson, 2009; 
Sasangohar et al., 2012). Broadly speaking, I conceptualize interruptions as a sociotechnical 
systems phenomenon where work tasks and functions, enacted by people or intelligent agents, 
sometimes need to interact in order for the work of the unit to get done. At a more detailed level, 
for the purposes of my research, interruptions to work tasks involve a diversion of attention from an 
original task due to an attention request from an external source (person, device, etc.), which may 
or may not lead to a change in task. In order to clarify why interruptions occur, whether they are 
needed, and what, if anything, we should do about them, I needed to identify a method of data 
collection and analysis that would uncover patterns of interaction and interdependencies across 
multiple roles in the work system. As previously noted, however, methods to investigate 
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interruptions in healthcare often fail to consider more than one discipline, or more than one half of 
a dyadic interruptive interaction – considerations that are necessary for the development of 
interventions that best fit clinical workflow. For this reason, I developed two novel methods that, 
when used in conjunction, expose the above interactions in the most effective way.  
The first methodological innovation is the Dual Perspectives Method, an observational 
technique developed in order to collect multiple perspectives about interruptions that can be used 
to draw conclusions about their purpose in healthcare and the burden they impose. The second 
methodological innovation is the application of social network analysis and modelling to the 
observational data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method, making it possible to analyse 
patterns of interaction and interdependencies across all roles in a healthcare delivery team. 
Together these methods reveal vulnerabilities in the work system and indicate whether 
interventions are truly warranted, and in what form. 
3.1. Dual Perspectives Method 
Broadening observation techniques to collect the perspectives of both interrupter and 
interruptee at the same time may lead to a more complete understanding of the system-level 
implications of interruptions, including causes and consequences. A model for capturing dual 
perspectives comes from emergency response training exercises. In a study examining 
coordination across different levels of a simulated multi-agency disaster response, Bharosa et al. 
(2010) interviewed relief workers ‘in the moment’ to better understand their actions, and to ask 
them about problems they faced. In the context of a multi-disciplinary team in healthcare, capturing 
dual perspectives following an interruption may lead to 1) a greater understanding of how 
interruptions are shaped by the demands of a sociotechnical system, and 2) more appropriate 
intervention responses to unnecessary or ‘problem’ interruptions, while ensuring no one’s work is 
compromised in the process of implementing that intervention. 
3.1.1. Description of the Dual Perspectives Method 
The Dual Perspectives Method is detailed in Paper 2 (McCurdie et al., 2017b). The Dual 
Perspectives Method requires that two observers (Observer ‘A’ and Observer ‘B’) are present to 
shadow a participant concurrently. The presence of two observers allows the observational 
session to “split” after an interruption occurs so that information about both the interruptee’s and 
interrupter’s work can be gathered simultaneously. An important stipulation of the method is that at 
least one observer is a legitimate participant in the work of the unit (e.g., a research nurse), so that 
observed activities can be more accurately identified as they occur. This ensures a valid 
practitioner viewpoint on how work unfolds. It is also important that one observer have a strong 
sociotechnical systems orientation; this orientation “…will help researchers view interruptions more 
holistically and will result in more comprehensive studies that take into account the complexity of 
interruptions and the many variables in healthcare settings.” (Rivera-Rodriguez and Karsh, 2010, 
p. 311). 
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In each observation session, observers use dedicated custom data collection notebooks 
with predefined questions and response categories to record all of the participant’s activities (see 
Appendix A for custom data collection notebooks). Both observers also carry audio recorders 
during observations in the event that important details about the interactions cannot be captured in 
the moment. When an interruption occurs, the observers record the details in the data collection 
notebook and wait for the interaction to finish. Next, the observers briefly discuss whether the 
interruption is to be ‘followed up’ or not. Criteria for following up interruptions may include: (1) the 
interruption comes from a colleague within the same unit or hospital, depending on the ethical and 
logistical constraints of the research, and (2) the interruption represents an interaction of work that 
does not appear on the surface to be ‘routine’ or ‘mundane’. An example of a mundane and routine 
interruption is a bedside nurse interrupting a colleague to offer coverage to go on break. By 
avoiding routine or mundane interruptions the observers can instead focus their efforts on the 
intersections of work where intervention or redesign might be appropriate, while reducing the 
burden imposed on the unit by the observation process. 
In order to investigate an interruption, Observer B follows the “interrupter”, or the 
‘secondary’ participant (P2), when appropriate, to determine why the interruption was needed in 
the context of their work and whether they think interventions could have been made upstream to 
improve workflow. At the same time, Observer A remains with the ‘primary’ participant (P1), or 
interruptee, to continue to capture details of that participant’s work. Observer A and Observer B 
gather further relevant information about each interruption according to the customized data 
collection notebooks. At the end of an observation session Observer A and Observer B debrief 
with the primary participant (P1) about the interruptions received, if there was not an appropriate 
time to do so during the observation. In this way, both participants’ perspectives of the same 
interruption event are captured, including their perceptions about possible interventions. An 
illustration of the Dual Perspectives Method is given below in Figure 5. 
The Dual Perspectives Method allows researchers to gain insights into the complex 
interdependencies between work roles required for unit functioning, and learn the strategies used 
by people to work around issues of poor systems design. By broadly sampling the motivation for 
interruptions, the Dual Perspectives Method helps us to understand how interruptions are shaped 
by the demands of a sociotechnical system. The dual and sometimes contradictory accounts of 
interruptions would have otherwise been missed using a traditional single-discipline observation 
approach. 
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Figure 5: Dual Perspectives Method showing divergence of Observer A and B at an interruption. Dotted lines 
represent the process of probing an interrupter (P2) about immediately prior motivations and work functions 
(McCurdie et al., 2017b) 
3.2. Social network analysis 
Given that the Dual Perspectives Method can capture the complexity of interruptions, I 
needed to identify a corresponding method of analysis that would expose those complexities in the 
most effective way. My initial investigation into the use of social network analysis techniques for 
interruptions research was inspired by the ability of social network models to emphasize both 
functional entities (work roles), and how those work roles are connected (Stanton et al., 2012). 
Entire networks, or work systems, can be analyzed mathematically to reveal underlying properties, 
such as routines, patterns of communication, and hierarchical structure. This analysis makes it 
possible to quantify aspects of the network numerically and to uncover its otherwise non-obvious 
attributes (Houghton et al., 2006). When applied to data collected using the Dual Perspectives 
Method, social network analysis provides quantitative measures and strong visualizations of 
interactions between work functions that are connected through interruptions. 
Unlike conventional observation and quantification methods used in healthcare 
interruptions research, the application of social network analysis to data collected using the Dual 
Perspectives Method goes beyond simple counts of interruptions to work roles from a single 
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healthcare discipline to uncover patterns of interruptive communication across work roles from 
multiple disciplines. Analyzing patterns of interaction across multiple roles may help us to identify 
vulnerabilities in the work system. When combined with the participant stories and insights 
collected using the Dual Perspectives Method, the methods may help us to infer whether 
interventions are truly warranted and in what form. 
3.2.1. Applying social network analysis to interruptions research 
The application of social network analysis to interruptions research is detailed in Paper 3 
(McCurdie et al., 2018). The first step in applying social network analysis to data collected using 
the Dual Perspectives Method is to transcribe and code notes and recordings from each 
observation. Next, the average number of hourly interruptions received and made between the pre-
defined roles in the work system is calculated. These data then form the basis for an “association 
matrix”, which quantifies interruptive communication patterns between roles. Interruptions that are 
observed from sources other than the pre-defined unit roles, such as those received from devices, 
patients or relatives, are not included in these data. In principle, interruptions from such sources 
could be included, but our methods, scope of ethical approval, and ability to effect change with 
such sources made it either impractical or inappropriate to examine them using the Dual 
Perspectives Method. Next, a weighted, directed social network graph is constructed using a 
network visualization software package, such as Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009). The thickness of the 
lines connecting the nodes of the graph (roles) reflects the average number of interruptions 
observed and received between roles, as calculated in the first step. This graph is constructed so 
that the relationships depicted in the association matrix can be visualized.  
The social network graph can also be enhanced and manipulated in the chosen network 
visualization platform using built-in algorithms, such as the “Force Atlas” algorithm in Gephi. Force 
directed graph algorithms apply forces of gravity, attraction, and repulsion to roles in a network, 
based on the strength of the relationship of each role to other roles (Brandes, 2001). Roles with the 
most interruptive interactions between them are the most central in the visualization, and roles that 
are minimally connected through interruptions are placed farther apart. Further mathematical 
analyses can be conducted on the individual nodes, as well as the network as a whole. For 
example, it is possible to determine the overall ‘significance’ of a role in a network, based on how 
many other roles interrupt that role, and how frequently. Alternatively, the sum of all incoming and 
outgoing interruption frequencies can be used to calculate the ‘sociometric status’ of a role, relative 
to all other roles in the network.  Metrics such as these lead to a better understanding of patterns 
of interaction across all roles in the work system, making it easier to identify vulnerabilities. 
The introduction of social network analysis to interruptions research makes it possible to 
uncover the interruptive communication patterns in a given work system. Inter-disciplinary 
dependencies can reveal underlying work system design problems, as well as the higher-level 
sociotechnical aspects of the healthcare organization contributing to these dependencies. These 
findings ideally become the focal point for the design and evaluation of system-based 
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interventions, ultimately providing a better basis for intervention decision-making. Social network 
metrics can also be used for comparisons to other work systems, or to the same work system at a 
different point in time (e.g., post-intervention implementation). The combined approach of applying 
social network analysis techniques to qualitative data collected using the Dual Perspectives 
Method lends itself to the improvement of the entire work system, rather than parts in isolation – in 
contrast to a single clinical discipline approach. 
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4. Field Study: Investigation of Interruptions in the ICU (Phase 3) 
In the following section, I illustrate the use of the Dual Perspectives Method and social 
network analysis to collect and analyze data in a study of workplace interruptions. The goal of the 
study was to draw conclusions about the purpose and burden of interruptions in an Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU), and to determine whether interventions are needed to help people manage demands 
for their attention. See Paper 3 for the full description of this study (McCurdie et al., 2018).  
 
 
Figure 6: Research Phase 3 
 
4.1. Method 
4.1.1. Setting 
The Dual Perspectives Method was used to conduct observations at a 30-bed ICU at a 
large tertiary care hospital in Brisbane, Australia. An ICU setting was chosen because interruptions 
are frequent in critical care (Drews, 2007; Weigl et al., 2011). On average, 25 beds are occupied 
daily and staffed with a one-to-one nurse-to-patient ratio. The semi-open plan layout of the unit is 
arranged according to post-operative care needs (10 beds) and general intensive care needs (20 
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beds), connected with an adjoining hallway. Devices regularly used on the unit include vital signs 
monitoring, infusion pumps, ventilators, Digital Enhanced Cordless Technology (DECT) phones, 
personal mobile phones, bedside computers, computers on wheels, and code blue pagers. The 
relevant hospital and university Human Research Ethics Committees approved all procedures. 
4.1.2. Participants 
Information about the study, including an invitation to participate, was sent to staff in most 
clinical disciplines and across all operational levels of the ICU, including medical staff, nurses in 
clinical and non-clinical roles, support staff, and allied health staff in pre-specified professions. 
Participants were sampled in this way in order to explore the full range of work coordination needs 
and motivations for interrupting. Forty-six ‘primary’ participants (P1) across 16 unique ICU work 
roles provided written informed consent. Each primary participant (P1) was observed for a 
minimum duration of three hours. ‘Secondary’ participants (P2) were staff members who 
interrupted the primary participant (P1) and provided verbal consent if they agreed to answer the 
follow up questions about the interruption as shown in Appendix A. Interruptive interactions from 
hospital staff external to the unit (e.g., calls requesting ICU bedspace, or relating to discharges, 
etc.) were not included in the analysis given the logistics required to collect these data. 
4.2. Results 
In total, 962 interruptions were observed from all sources (e.g., colleagues, devices, 
patients and families, etc.); 108 of these interruptions were followed up using the Dual 
Perspectives Method. The In-Charge Nurse was most frequently interrupted role, receiving 11.8 
interruptions per hour (11.8/h). The Pharmacist was the least interrupted role (4.3/h). See Figure 7 
below for the full list of roles observed, and average number of hourly interruptions received by 
each role from all sources.  
Using only the above analysis of results to draw conclusions about where the burden of 
interruptions falls in the ICU work system, we might be tempted to take a very narrow approach to 
intervention decision-making. For example, we may choose to protect the work of the In-Charge 
Nurse alone. However, when we analyze the observations through a different lens, supported by 
qualitative evidence captured using the Dual Perspectives Method, work system complexities are 
uncovered that may lead to interventions that better fit clinical workflow. 
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Figure 7: Average number of interruptions received by participants (P1) from all sources (i.e., colleagues, 
patients, alarms, etc.) per hour (McCurdie et al., 2018). Bars represent standard deviation of the mean. 
(CNC: Clinical nurse consultant; ACCESS nurse: Assistance, Coordination, Contingency, Education, 
Supervision, Support nurse; Admin: Administrative) 
 
4.2.1. Qualitative case studies  
In the following examples, I highlight two of the 108 interruptions that were followed up to 
illustrate the rich perspectives gained by using the Dual Perspectives Method. One of these 
examples depicts a situation where work redesign would be inappropriate, and one depicts a 
situation where work redesign is needed. In the first example, a Bedside Nurse (P2), who needs an 
anti-emetic order to treat a patient’s worsening nausea, interrupts a Registrar (P1): 
 
Interrupter’s perspective (P2): The interruption is time critical. In 
addition to wanting to resolve the patient’s nausea as quickly as 
possible, the chest drains are being removed in preparation for the 
patient’s discharge to another ward. The Bedside Nurse is surprised 
that the anti-emetics are not already written up, because they are 
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usually pre-ordered for patients in anticipation of post-surgical 
nausea.  
 
Interruptee’s perspective (P1): The Registrar notes that in 
principle this interruption could have been avoided if the anti-
emetics had been charted (as they normally are). However, the 
medical team was worried about this patient’s pre-existing medical 
condition and wanted to make sure that the need for an anti-emetic 
was reviewed prior to being ordered. 
 
In this example, the medical team deliberately withheld the order knowing that any issues 
with the patient would be escalated given the nurses’ constraints on practice. The Registrar 
effectively ‘engineered’ a future interruption to ensure treatment would be carried out in a 
responsible way. In a second example, the Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator (P1) received 
multiple unscheduled visits from Bedside Nurses (P2) wanting to confirm that their leave request 
forms had been received: 
 
Interrupter’s perspective (P2): The general consensus amongst 
the Bedside Nurses is that ‘correct processing of the forms in the 
first place’ could have prevented the interruptions. 
 
Interruptee’s perspective (P1): The Clinical Nurse Roster 
Coordinator notes that a multi-level approval process, and job-
sharing within those levels, results in inefficient work and 
occasionally results in lost leave requests. 
 
A number of systemic issues became apparent during the observation of the Clinical Nurse 
Roster Coordinator role. In this example, a redesign of work processes would likely result in more 
efficient workflow compared to traditional intervention techniques, such as preventing interruptions, 
which would likely compound the problem. These ‘in the moment’ perspectives led to insights that 
would have otherwise been missed by following a single participant, counting the interruptions they 
receive.  Data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method clearly captures the complexity of 
interruptive interactions in an effective way. However, it is not immediately obvious where to focus 
improvement efforts given the abundant amount of qualitative and quantitative information 
captured. This is where the introduction of social network analysis to interruptions research can 
help to reveal recurring patterns of inter-disciplinary dependencies, and strong visualizations of the 
interactions between work roles. 
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4.2.2. ICU social network analysis results 
The basis for the social network analysis, the association matrix, is shown in Table 2. Only 
interruptions observed between the 16 unique ICU roles are included in the association matrix, and 
therefore in the social network analysis (n=592). The corresponding weighted, directed social 
network diagram is shown in Figure 8.  
It is evident from both the association matrix and the resulting social network graph that the 
Bedside Nurse role is the most central in this ICU work system. The Bedside Nurse role was 
observed interrupting every other ICU role, and often with the greatest frequency. A notable 
pattern of interruptive communication can be identified between the Bedside Nurse, Team Leader, 
ACCESS (Assistance, Coordination, Contingency, Education, Supervision, Support) Nurse, and In-
Charge Nurse roles. These dependencies are focal points for examining the feasibility of an 
intervention. The individual node metrics, detailed in Paper 3 (McCurdie et al., 2018), confirm the 
patterns identified on the ICU social network diagram (Figure 8). 
Returning to the qualitative responses collected using the Dual Perspectives Method 
reveals that the Bedside Nurse role interrupted the Team Leader, ACCESS Nurse, and In-Charge 
Nurse roles primarily for reasons related to medication administration. Specifically, the Bedside 
Nurse staff needed to initiate these interruptions to request access to the storage location of the 
‘restricted’ category of medications ordered for their patients. In this particular ICU work system, 
staff are unable to access the restricted medication cupboard without a physical key. Participants 
revealed that only one physical key is available for each of the two restricted medication cupboards 
in the ICU; one for the general intensive care side and one for the post-operative care area. 
Typically, the In-Charge Nurse and Team Leader roles are the sole physical key holders; however, 
depending on break schedules and other responsibilities, the ACCESS Nurse role will also 
sometimes be the key holder. This organisational constraint has led to a reliance on senior nurses 
who are being called away from their tasks on a frequent and unnecessary basis.  
The results of this study contribute to the field of interruptions in healthcare in a number of 
ways. Based on the qualitative data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method, it is clear that 
interruptions (and associated interventions) affect more than just the interrupted person. 
Eliminating interruptions could compromise work by preventing certain work functions from 
continuing. The results of the social network analysis also confirmed that including multiple ICU 
work roles in observations is imperative. Although some interruptive interactions are necessary for 
clinical workflow, strong visualizations of the data made it clear where disproportionate 
dependencies exist between roles, such as the reliance on a physical key needed for restricted 
drug administrations. Focusing on a single clinical discipline may have led to misguided 
improvement efforts. 
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Table 2: ICU association matrix showing the average number of interruptions observed between the 16 unique roles / hour (McCurdie et al., 2018) 
 
Administrative Allied Health Medical Nursing Clinical 
Nursing 
Administration 
 
AO ASO Physio Pharm SR JR Cons TL ICN CNCC CNCB BN AIN AN CNRC NUM 
Number of cases observed 2 1 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 4 3 3 3 3 
Average interruptions received / hour 1.83 4.33 3.67 3.00 3.11 4.44 4.83 6.56 6.75 3.00 3.83 4.67 3.44 5.56 3.67 3.44 
FROM/TO AO ASO Physio Pharm SR JR Cons TL ICN CNCC CNCB BN AIN AN CNRC NUM 
Administrative                 
Administrative Officer (AO) 0.50 - - 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.33 - 0.33 0.25 - - 0.11 - 
Administrative Support Officer (ASO) 0.17 - - - - - - - - 0.33 - - - - 0.11 0.78 
Allied Health                 
Physiotherapist - - 2.44 0.33 0.11 - 0.08 0.11 0.08 - - 0.33 0.11 0.11 - - 
Pharmacist - - - - 0.11 0.33 0.08 - - - 0.17 0.08 - - - - 
Medical                 
Senior Registrar (SR) - - 0.11 - - 0.44 1.42 0.11 0.33 - - 0.08 - - - - 
Junior Registrar (JR) 0.17 - 0.22 0.44 0.78 1.00 0.58 - 0.33 - - 0.25 - 0.11 - - 
Consultant - 2.33 - 0.11 0.33 0.56 0.42 - 0.42 0.33 0.17 0.50 - - 0.11 - 
Nursing Clinical                 
Team Leader (TL) - - - 0.11 - 0.11 0.17 - 0.33 0.17 0.50 0.17 - 1.33 - 0.11 
In-charge Nurse (ICN) 0.17 - - 0.11 - - 0.58 0.89 - - 0.50 0.33 - 0.33 0.22 - 
CNC Clinical (CNCC) - 0.33 0.11 - 0.11 - - 0.33 0.33 - - - - - 0.11 - 
CNC Backfill (CNCB) - - 0.11 - - - - - - 0.17 - - - - 0.11 0.44 
Bedside Nurse (BN) 0.67 0.67 0.56 1.78 1.44 1.78 1.25 2.89 3.33 1.50 1.17 1.92 1.56 3.33 1.89 0.56 
Assistant in Nursing (AIN) - - - - - - - - 0.17 - - 0.17 1.78 0.11 0.11 - 
ACCESS Nurse (AN) - - 0.11 - 0.11 0.11 0.17 2.11 0.75 - 0.33 0.58 - 0.22 0.11 - 
Nursing Administration                 
Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator (CNCR) 0.17 0.33 - - - - - - 0.33 0.50 0.67 - - - - 1.33 
Nurse Unit Manager (NUM) - 0.67 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.78 0.22 
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Figure 8: ICU social network diagram. The colour of the nodes (roles) reflects which of the ‘communities’ the 
role belongs to, identified using the Modularity algorithm. The colour of the connecting edges between roles 
is a blend of the colours of the two roles linked by that edge (McCurdie et al., 2018) 
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5. Translating Findings Into Practice: Intervention Design and Evaluation (Phase 5) 
In this section I outline my efforts to translate the findings from previous research phases 
into practice. 
 
 
Figure 9: Research Phase 5 
 
It is evident that simply discouraging interruptions can lead to unintended consequences, 
such as staff not seeking help when appropriate. This was seen in the case of a patient whose 
nurse refrained from interrupting her colleagues to question an out-of-the-ordinary order because 
she had learned that interruptions are undesirable in the clinical context, and therefore 
administered a 38.5-fold overdose (Wachter, 2015). Instead, system changes at the ‘blunt’ end of 
work, such as redesigning the work of the Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator, improving access to 
supplies, or introducing new technology to computerize tasks, may reduce unnecessary 
interruptions while preventing unintended consequences to other parts of the work system. 
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5.1. Proxy access swipe card system 
Based on the findings of the field study, a proxy access swipe card system to the restricted 
medication cupboard, activated with staff ID, could remove the need for unnecessary interruptions 
and improve patient care. A proxy access swipe card system to the aforementioned drug cupboard 
would eliminate the need for the Bedside Nurses to search for, and interrupt, potential holders of 
the physical key. This is a different class of solution compared to traditional interruption 
interventions because it would reduce unnecessary interruptions while enabling staff to progress in 
their work more efficiently. Some aspects of system design can be important levers to reduce 
interruptions naturally, without relying on the need to train staff on the use of complex 
interventions. In the following section I outline the details of the proposed intervention. However, 
given various technical constraints and policy obstacles, it was not possible to evaluate the impact 
of the proposed swipe card intervention within the scope of this thesis. 
The proposed proxy access swipe card system was intended to replace the current turnkey 
lock using swipe card technology currently in use in other parts of the hospital. Aside from the 
mode of cupboard access, all elements of the process for checking out and recording restricted 
drugs were to remain consistent with current practice. In addition to removing the need for 
unnecessary interruptions, a proxy access swipe card system could improve the functioning of the 
work system through increased efficiency. The system would eliminate the risk of losing the set of 
physical keys, and would reduce the number of process steps required to sign out, verify and 
prepare restricted medications. See Figure 10 for a comparison of the current and proposed ICU 
restricted drug sign-out processes. 
Safer care would also be enhanced through the use of a proxy access swipe card system. 
Bedside Nurses would be able to retrieve restricted drugs faster, resulting in timelier and more 
effective delivery of pain relief and sedative medications for patients; this in turn could lead to 
improved safety and satisfaction with outcomes. Furthermore, the new system would allow 
Bedside Nurses to be more consistently involved in the verification and sign-out of restricted drugs 
for their own patients, potentially reducing the risk of medication errors. A proxy access swipe card 
system would also contribute to senior nurses being called away from their tasks less often. 
Finally, the system would enable unit management to audit access to the restricted drug cupboard 
using the electronic access record. 
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Figure 10: Existing and proposed ICU restricted drug sign-out processes 
 
5.1.1. Planned evaluation of proxy access system 
I sought to evaluate the impact of the keyless proxy access system for the restricted 
medication cupboard by way of a time-series quasi-experiment, set over a period of three months. 
Specifically, I planned to evaluate the benefits of the keyless system compared to the current 
turnkey system. See Figure 11 below for an overview of the planned experiment. The Dual 
Perspectives Method and social network analysis were to be used for data collection and analysis.  
Given the time elapsed since data were collected in the original field study, new baseline 
measurements were planned given any changes that may have taken place in the interim. 
Following baseline observations conducted at two distinct intervals, an intervention implementation 
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and familiarity period was planned over a period of four weeks in order to reduce the potential 
influence of novelty on intervention uptake. Finally, post-implementation observations were to be 
conducted over the course of four weeks to determine whether the proxy access swipe card 
system was successful in reducing interruptions associated with accessing restricted medications. 
 
Baseline measurements Intervention 
implementation and 
familiarity period 
Post-implementation 
measurements 
Week 1 Week 4 Weeks 5-8 Week 9 Week 12 
Time A Time B  Time C Time D 
Figure 11: Proposed time-series quasi-experiment design for evaluation of proxy access swipe card system 
 
As noted, it was not possible to go forward with the proposal for the proxy access swipe 
card system due to technical and policy constraints. The most difficult obstacle to overcome was 
the conflicted timing of a planned hospital security infrastructure overhaul and my research 
timelines. However, timelines were not the only challenge encountered; other potential barriers 
were identified, such as who would cover the cost of the new technology and the fact that changes 
would be required to existing policy, to name a few. Despite these challenges, conversations with 
hospital administrators are ongoing and it is hoped that this intervention will be implemented and 
evaluated in future. 
Identifying system vulnerabilities and relevant solutions using the Dual Perspectives 
Method and social network analysis is just the first step towards improvement in a complex 
sociotechnical system like healthcare. Sometimes the most important and possibly most impactful 
evidence-based solutions are difficult to realize in complex organizational contexts (Grol and 
Wensing, 2004). However, awareness of the challenges (and corresponding incentives) at various 
levels of the healthcare organization may help to see potentially beneficial interventions achieved 
in future (Dixon-Woods et al., 2012). 
5.2. “Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions for Mitigating or Preventing 
Interruptions in Critical Care” 
In the process of working through the challenges encountered while planning and 
proposing to implement the proxy access swipe card system, I was faced with the question of how 
generalizable my results were to other critical care environments. Although specific areas of 
dependency between ICU roles and potential interventions may not generalize to other critical care 
settings, the methods detailed herein can be used to assess any work system. However, it is not 
always feasible at the hospital or unit level to run large scale observational studies in order to 
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collect information about the burden of interruptions in order to draw conclusions about whether 
interventions are needed. As in the case of the ‘sterile cockpit’ approach to interruptions in 
healthcare, practitioners tend to borrow solutions to solve interruptions problems, but those 
solutions have not always been successful. How else can we determine when it is appropriate to 
intervene, or how to intervene? How can we proactively consider the consequences of a chosen 
intervention in individual clinical settings? 
To address some of these questions, and in lieu of evaluating the proxy access swipe card 
system, I developed a “Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions for Mitigating or Preventing 
Interruptions in Critical Care” designed to help nurse unit managers (NUMs) identify and assess 
the range of interruptions interventions identified in the literature. The guide is not only informed by 
interruptions literature, but also by an understanding of how complex sociotechnical systems work. 
For example, it is possible to easily identify interventions designed to isolate people or tasks, or to 
automate processes altogether, but what are the possible unintended consequences of those 
interventions? NUMs were identified as the target user group to evaluate the guide because they 
are responsible for the coordination of patient services, unit resources and staff management on 
their unit.  
5.2.1. Design of the guide 
The preliminary design of the guide was based on the Hierarchy of Intervention 
Effectiveness developed by the Institute of Safe Medication Practices (ISMP) (Institute for Safe 
Medication Practices, 1999), which highlights system-based versus person-based “error-
prevention strategies in order of effectiveness for creating lasting system changes” for safe 
medication use (Selecting the best error-prevention “tools” for the job, 2006). System- and person-
based approaches are ways of coping with the risk of error in clinical practice (Reason, 2000). I 
modified the original ISMP hierarchy to include examples of interventions from the interruptions 
literature as well as possible disadvantages at each level of effectiveness, inspired by Rose 
(2012). The example interventions and potential trade-offs were included to assist NUMs in making 
decisions about the appropriateness of each intervention for their circumstances. In the same 
manner as the ISMP tool, interventions listed at the top of the hierarchy are most desirable 
because they focus on system changes and redesign. Strategies at the lower levels of the 
hierarchy rely on human vigilance but are often easier to implement. See Figure 12 below for the 
guide proposed for interruptions interventions, and Appendix B for the corresponding introduction 
to the guide which outlines step by step instructions for NUMs using the tool. Importance notes are 
highlighted in the user instructions, such as the importance of context, since variables such as the 
physical layout of the unit, staff numbers and skill mix, and patient load can play a role in 
determining interventions that are most appropriate. In summary, the proposed “Guide to 
Identifying Appropriate Interventions for Mitigating or Preventing Interruptions in Critical Care” 
differentiates system-based versus person-based interruption interventions, and encourages 
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system-based interventions at the ‘blunt end’ to better match the needs of clinical workflow and 
facilitate safe and effective care. 
5.2.2. Evaluation of the guide 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with ICU NUMs to evaluate the usability and 
usefulness of the guide. The semi-structured interviews also provided an opportunity to gather 
further design requirements from the target end user group. Semi-structured interviews were 
chosen because they allow the interviewer to clarify interesting and relevant issues, and they can 
ensure greater comparability across units by letting the interviewer elicit complete responses 
(Barriball and While, 1994). The semi-structured interview approach also prevents researchers 
from constraining the findings of their study by focusing solely on a predetermined set of questions. 
The relevant hospital and university Human Research Ethics Committees approved all 
procedures. Five acting or permanent nurse unit managers were recruited from public ICUs in 
South East Queensland of varying size and acuity. During semi-structured interviews, participants 
were asked to use the guide to work through a real or hypothetical interruptions problem on their 
unit in an effort to brainstorm and assess potential solutions. The following questions were used to 
gather unit demographics and to determine the interruptions problem on which to base the 
remainder of the interview: 
• Unit size (# beds), location 
• Does clinical work sometimes get interrupted on your unit (e.g., colleague asks a 
question while nurse is programming an infusion)?  
• Do you consider interruptions to be a problem on your unit? If yes, what aspect of 
interruptions do you consider problematic? 
• What activities most commonly lead to the need for an interruption? 
• Have you ever implemented (or attempted to implement) an intervention or made a 
change on the unit in response to interruptions? If yes, what was the 
intervention/change? If yes, do you feel that the intervention/change made a 
positive improvement to the work done on your unit? If no, why was implementation 
unsuccessful? 
• In your opinion, what makes it difficult to solve problems related to interruptions? 
• Using the interruptions issue you noted above as a starting point, can you now 
please use the guide to brainstorm and assess potential solutions?  
 
 Audio recorders were used to record the participant’s comments as they worked through 
their target interruptions issue using the guide. After using the guide, each participant was asked to 
complete a confidential questionnaire probing their opinions and feedback regarding the usability 
and usefulness of the guide (Appendix C).  
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Figure 12: Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions for Mitigating or Preventing Interruptions in Critical Care
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5.2.3. Results 
Overall the guide received positive feedback in the semi-structured interviews. Participants 
felt that it was easy to understand, and effective in helping them to identify intervention options. 
Specifically, participants described the guide in the following ways:  
 
P03: “The tool gives us some ideas and some direction to manage 
some of these problems. Some of the things on there I would never 
have thought of.” 
 
P05: “I think the tool is good because it’s a multi-faceted view of the 
problem and I think that’s important…the examples give you some 
direction.” 
 
A common theme across interviews was that interruptions are accepted ‘as part of the 
nature of clinical work’. The participants’ comments implied that there is little differentiation 
between interruptions that are ‘necessary’ and those that may be the result of poor system design: 
 
P01: “I think interruptions are almost like a general part of life that 
we’ve accepted and worked around” 
 
P02: “I don’t know whether it [the guide] would solve interruptions in 
the unit because I think a lot of them are part and parcel…we need 
to have flexibility in what we do.”  
 
P03: “I think nurses at the bedside … we just assume it [responding 
to interruptions] is part of our role.”  
 
Participants also felt that there is more to interruptions issues than can be captured in a tool 
such as the “Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions for Mitigating or Preventing 
Interruptions in Critical Care”. When asked ‘how useful do you think the guide will be in improving 
the management of interruptions on your unit?’ participants indicated ‘slightly useful’ (an average 
score of 5 on a 7-point Likert-type scale, with 1 being ‘very useless’ and 7 being ‘very useful’). See 
Appendix C for the full debrief questionnaire and a summary of the results. Participants noted that 
interruptions from devices are particularly hard to manage, and that intangible human traits such 
as morale, personality and multi-tasking ability must also be considered: 
 
P01: “It’s not always interruptions by people. It’s interruptions in ICU 
by things, by machinery, by alarms…I can’t imagine that there’s 
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anything you can do about that. Those things you just need to be 
able to manage.” 
 
P02: “I think the tool can help develop processes or how you think 
about what you can do, but you’re obviously always going to have 
non-tangibles like staff morale and other things to consider from an 
HR point of view.  What would the backlash be?  Will it be positive 
towards staff morale or negative towards staff morale? Would it 
improve care or would people find another type of distraction?” 
 
P04: “Personalities has a part to play. Some people don’t mind 
being interrupted, and some people like to focus and not be 
interrupted. I don’t know how you factor out the ‘human factor’.” 
 
P05: “A good nurse needs to have the ability to multitask.” 
 
Possibly the most important criticism of the guide was that it may not be a match for the 
complexity of the critical care environment. The participants indicated that unstable patients, 
coupled with unscheduled procedures and admissions, make interruptions problems hard to solve. 
Specifically, the participants noted: 
 
P04: “I think for medication, handover – they are really good things 
to use this for. You can generally say that 99% of the time that this 
is the right thing to do…but there’s a lot of things we do in critical 
care that have a whole bunch of variances attached to them, so we 
may not be able to use this…Such is the fluidity of what we do and 
our patients change very, very quickly.”  
 
P05: “With the critical care patient, there’s no set plan. We don’t 
necessarily have a ward round every morning at nine o’clock that 
we can make big decisions at. Our admissions aren’t always 
planned from a time perspective. There is lots of impairments to 
planning…if you have an unwell patient who is changing all the 
time, interruptions can be a lot more…I know the wards have 
implementing things like wearing the apron when they are giving 
drugs … we haven’t really implemented that here because of the 
1:1 [patient to nurse] ratio and we don’t really have drug rounds, 
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we’re giving drugs almost every hour or titrating medication 
continuously… so it’s probably harder to implement [here].” 
 
It was evident that the guide may only be moderately useful for NUMs trying to solve 
interruptions problems in the critical care environment. However, participants felt that the overall 
concept and design made the guide a valuable resource for solving any number of issues faced by 
management: 
 
P01: “You’ve done this quite specifically for interruptions, but it 
could actually be adapted to all sorts of stuff I think. I think it’s an 
adaptable checklist.  Interruptions are quite specific but there are 
other issues in ICU.” 
 
P02: “Depending on your experience, it is a good tool to guide you 
on how you can address any problem. Your study is probably 
limiting the tool to what it can do. I think it’s a very useful tool for 
managers to address many issues the way it’s laid out.” 
 
The results of preliminary evaluation of the “Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions 
for Mitigating or Preventing Interruptions in Critical Care” are therefore mixed. Given the small 
sample of participants who participated in the semi-structured interviews, further examination of 
the guide in both critical and non-critical care settings is necessary. The original goal of this study 
was to develop an accessible guide that encourages system-level interruption interventions to 
better match the needs of critical care workflow. However, reducing unnecessary interruptions in 
critical care may require a more tailored approach, such as with the field study detailed previously. 
Instead, the guide may be more appropriate for use in general ward environments. Furthermore, its 
format may also make it a useful guide for solving more general quality and patient safety issues in 
all areas of healthcare. 
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6. Discussion 
In this thesis I employed a systems approach to understanding why interruptions occur, 
whether they are needed, and what, if anything, we should do about them. My program of research 
was built on a large-scale literature review, the development of two methodological innovations, a 
detailed field study, and lastly, efforts to translate my findings into practice.  
 
 
Figure 13: Research overview 
6.1. Summary of thesis phases and outcomes 
In the following sections I summarize the contribution of each phase of my research to the 
knowledge of interruptions in healthcare. I also discuss the limitations of my research, as well as 
implications for researchers and policy makers. 
6.1.1. Review of traditions of research (Phase 1) 
In an attempt to identify the research traditions that have motivated and guided 
interruptions research to date, including how the methods and values of those traditions contribute 
to contradictory findings, I conducted an extensive critical review of the literature which is 
presented in Paper 1 (McCurdie et al., 2017a). Elements of the meta-narrative literature review 
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approach developed by Greenhalgh et al. (Greenhalgh et al., 2005) were used as a framework for 
the review of 141 interruptions papers. The review revealed that interruptions research can be 
described in terms of fundamental values of four distinct research traditions – epidemiology, quality 
improvement, cognitive systems engineering, and applied cognitive psychology. Although some 
researchers have called to remove bias from research into interruptions in healthcare (Hopkinson 
and Jennings, 2013), long-standing commitments to specific epistemologies may make this 
impossible to do. Instead, researchers would benefit from a greater awareness of perspectives 
other than their own, especially when they consider workplace interventions to reduce 
interruptions.  
The review also revealed that investigations into interruptions are often focused on a single 
clinical discipline; nursing in particular. Nurses are the most populous profession in healthcare, so 
this bias in the literature reflects in part the availability of the nursing population for study. In 
addition, nurses provide the most direct care to patients, so from some perspectives they are in a 
situation where the path from interruption to harm is shortest. However, interruptions are initiated 
and experienced not only by nurses and doctors, but by entire healthcare delivery teams. 
Attempting to resolve issues associated with interruptions without considering inter-disciplinary 
dependencies may continue to lead to interventions that are not effective for the entire work 
system. 
6.1.2. Methodological innovations (Phase 2 and 4) 
As the review of traditions of research into interruptions in healthcare revealed, 
investigations of interruptions in healthcare have largely focused on tracking an individual and the 
interruptions they receive are counted and classified (Brixey et al., 2008; Cole et al., 2015; 
Johnson et al., 2014; Westbrook et al., 2010a). Based on the resulting data, interventions have 
been proposed to reduce or eliminate interruptions to high-risk clinical tasks (Capasso and 
Johnson, 2012; Clark, 2013; Hohenhaus and Powell, 2008). Although these interventions are often 
successful at protecting the individual’s work from interruption, they may disrupt the work of others 
or be incongruent with patient-centred care (Nelms et al., 2011; Tomietto et al., 2012).  
Instead of the traditional approach to studying interruptions in healthcare, I needed new 
methods of data collection and analysis that would expose patterns of interaction and 
interdependencies across multiple roles in the work system – considerations that are necessary for 
the development of interventions that best fit clinical workflow. On its own, the Dual Perspectives 
Method (McCurdie et al., 2017b) is capable of capturing multiple perspectives in the moment to 
understand how interruptions between work roles are shaped by the demands of a sociotechnical 
system. In a complementary fashion, applying social network analysis techniques to the 
examination of interruptions in healthcare helps to reveal disproportionate areas of dependency 
between those work roles. The combined use of the Dual Perspectives Method and social network 
analysis uncovers not only the intra- and inter-disciplinary dependencies across entire healthcare 
delivery teams, but also some of the higher-level sociotechnical aspects of the healthcare 
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organisation that contributed to those dependencies. Together these methods reveal underlying 
work system design problems and infer whether interruptions interventions are truly warranted and 
in what form. 
6.1.3. Investigation of interruptions in the ICU (Phase 3) 
The approach of combining the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis to 
conduct and analyze healthcare interruptions was applied to an observational study of 46 
participants at a 30-bed ICU at a large tertiary care hospital (McCurdie et al., 2018). In contrast to 
many other observation studies, participants were sampled from all operational levels and all work 
roles in the ICU work system in order to explore a full range of coordination needs and motivations 
for interrupting.   
The most prominent manifestation of coordination needs leading to interruptions in this 
particular work system was between the Bedside Nurse role and either the In-Charge Nurse, Team 
Leader or ACCESS Nurse roles, largely due to nurses’ reliance on a physical key needed for 
restricted drug administrations. Further analyses revealed that a proxy access swipe card system 
would remove the need for unnecessary interruptions and improve patient care by eliminating the 
need for Bedside Nurses to search for, and interrupt, the holder of the physical key to the restricted 
drugs cupboard. The rich insights gained into the interruptive coordination needs across the ICU 
care delivery team stand in contrast to findings that would have otherwise been obtained by 
focusing only on a single clinical discipline, or a single perspective. Simple counts and rates of 
interruptions do not reveal enough information to inform effective interventions.  
6.1.4. Translating findings into practice: Intervention design and evaluation 
(Phase 5) 
Based on the outcome of the field study, an implementation and evaluation of the proxy 
access swipe card system was planned to see if the system would remove the need for 
unnecessary interruptions. However, it was not possible to implement the system due to 
organizational constraints. Evidently, identifying relevant solutions to solve interruptions problems 
using the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis is just the first step towards work 
system improvement; as with any complex sociotechnical system, there are often many challenges 
to overcome before improvement efforts can be realised in healthcare (Dixon-Woods et al., 2012). 
Instead of evaluating the proxy access swipe card system in the ICU under study, an 
accessible “Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions for Mitigating or Preventing Interruptions 
in Critical Care” was developed to encourage interventions addressing interruptions at system-
level for a more generic critical care audience. The guide, based on the Institute for Safe 
Medication Practice’s Hierarchy of Intervention Effectiveness (1999), was intended to help nurse 
unit managers improve the management of workflow interruptions in their respective units by 
guiding them towards system-based versus person-based interventions, where appropriate. In 
order to better match the needs of clinical workflow, example system-based or person-based 
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interventions from the interruptions literature were differentiated in the guide by their ability to 
prevent, or mitigate, the effects of interruptions. For example, it might be important to recognize 
where interruptions are inevitable and then use buffer mechanisms such as an “IV push timer” 
(McCurdie et al., 2014) to facilitate safe and effective care without suppressing interruptions 
altogether. 
Semi-structured interviews were used to evaluate the guide and inform improvements to 
future iterations. The results indicate that managing interruptions in critical care is especially 
difficult given the complexity of ICU patients, and might require a more tailored approach than the 
guide can provide. Alternatively, the guide may be more appropriate for reducing the potential for 
counter-productive interruption interventions in the wider general care community. 
6.2. Constraints and areas for further research  
Some limitations and trade-offs became evident over the course of this program of 
research. Although the methodological innovations are generalizable to studies of interruptions in a 
variety of healthcare settings, specific findings from the field study are not generalizable due to 
variations in organization and hierarchy of ICU work roles, and geographical layout of the unit, 
among other potential differences.  
During operationalization of the Dual Perspectives Method, it became clear that it would not 
be possible to follow up every interruption observed as a result of the detail and time required to 
pursue dual perspectives. For instance, “mundane and routine” interruptions were not followed up 
so that the observers could instead focus their efforts on the intersections of work where redesign 
might be appropriate, while at the same time reducing the burden imposed on the unit by the 
observation process.  However, the goal of the method was not to document dual perspectives for 
all interruptions, but rather to sample broadly from interruptions to and from a variety of work roles. 
Given the need, in future research the method could be focused on specific areas of concern or 
more limited subsets of work roles. 
A further potential limitation of the Dual Perspectives Method is that it was not possible to 
conduct inter-observer reliability checks on the data collected in the field study. Conducting 
reliability checks in the field would have required four observers altogether, an impractical 
arrangement in this busy and high acuity critical care setting. Furthermore, post-observation 
reliability checks would have been limited to audio recordings and hand written notes. However, 
reliability of the method was augmented through the use of a standardized data collected protocol. 
Having a clinical research nurse, who is a legitimate participant in the ICU work system, fill the role 
of Observer B also increased the validity of the observational data collected. The basis for the 
validity of the results is the match of the Dual Perspectives Method to the investigative question, 
rather than more conventional measures of reliability. Future researchers might explore ways to 
establish reliability that are more practical. 
Regarding the application of social network analysis to the study of interruptions in 
healthcare, a few limitations are also acknowledged. Since it is not possible to observe every 
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member of the care delivery team simultaneously, interruptive communication patterns are 
averaged over all observations for all participants in a particular role. This is in contrast to more 
commonplace applications of social network analysis where multiple individual agents and their 
communications are captured for analysis of a single event. There is no reason that interruptions 
researchers might not apply social network analysis to multiple individual agents. 
Furthermore, since most social network visualization platforms, such as Gephi, offer 
settings that can be manipulated depending on the characteristics of a particular data set, the ideal 
visualization settings may vary depending on the work system under study. However, the 
numerical outcome of the social network metrics for that unit will remain unchanged, even across 
platforms. 
With respect to the development and evaluation of the ‘intervention selection guide’, the 
semi-structured interviews were limited to five critical care participants given their availability and 
the location of the acute care settings within a convenient geographic boundary. The guide was 
tailored to managers of critical care settings because of my extensive exposure to the ICU 
environment, based on previous research activities. However, it is clear that further evaluation of 
the guide is required, both in critical and non-critical care environments, and longitudinally.  
6.3. Implications for researchers and policy makers 
The overall implication of the work summarized in the present thesis is that systems-based 
interruption interventions are possible for improved work coordination at ‘blunt end’ of the 
healthcare delivery system, while at the same time avoiding unintended consequences to rest of 
work system. The chief implication for researchers is that a sociotechnical systems approach is 
necessary for examining interruptions in healthcare. Additionally, more interruptions research 
should include elements of quality improvement tradition, such as greater involvement of clinicians 
in research teams. It is also imperative for researchers to include a broader sampling of healthcare 
delivery teams in their investigations of interruptions.  
Ideally other researchers will be able to build on the use of the Dual Perspectives Method 
and social network analysis in interruptions research, and also take these ideas further. There is 
broad potential to gather multiple perspectives using the Dual Perspectives Method when applied 
to of any number of interruption and non-interruption related topics. For example, the method could 
be used to explore the perceived versus true ‘interruptibility’ of a colleague by contrasting the cost-
benefit assessment that nurses perform prior to interrupting (Rivera, 2014). It could also be used to 
extend work such as that of Patterson et al. (2011) who sought to understand when interrupted 
nurses chose to task switch. The seven-level prioritization hierarchy of nursing activities described 
by Patterson et al. could help to explain the perspectives of both interrupting and interrupted 
parties in such cases. Use of social network analysis in interruptions research can further be 
expanded by comparing interruptive communication patterns across multiple clinical care 
environments, or within the same clinical setting at different points in time. 
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The major implication of this program of research for policy makers, including clinical 
managers, is that interruptions and related interventions affect the functioning of the entire work 
system. Context-specific examination of work practices is necessary to identify patterns, problems 
and solutions. Clinical leaders should be discouraged from simply recommending that interruptions 
be minimized without considering workflow issues and the role that staff play in preserving the 
safety and quality of their work.  
6.4. Conclusion 
Instead of a single-discipline approach, this program of research employed a systems 
approach to reveal vulnerabilities in the clinical work system as well as sociotechnical factors that 
must be considered when developing interruption interventions that better fit clinical workflow. The 
results indicate that simple counts of interruptions may not reveal enough information to produce 
effective interventions. By combining an analysis method with a data collection method that are 
jointly appropriate for capturing the complexity of workplace interruptions, this program of research 
demonstrates that it is possible to reveal the purpose and motivation for interruptions in ICU work 
system. Systems-based interventions may improve work coordination at ‘blunt end’, while avoiding 
unintended consequences to the rest of the work system. Ultimately, these findings may 
discourage clinical leaders and policy makers from simply recommending that interruptions be 
minimized without considering workflow issues and the role of staff in preserving the quality of their 
work.
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Abstract	
Background. Researchers from diverse theoretical backgrounds have studied workplace 
interruptions in healthcare, leading to a complex and conflicting body of literature. Understanding 
pre-existing viewpoints may advance the field more effectively than attempts to remove bias from 
investigations. 
Objective. To identify research traditions that have motivated and guided interruptions research, 
and to note research questions posed, gaps in approach, and possible avenues for future 
research. 
Methods. A critical review was conducted of research on interruptions in healthcare. Two 
researchers identified core research communities based on the community’s motivations, 
philosophical outlook, and methods. Among the characteristics used to categorise papers into 
research communities were the predominant motivation for studying interruptions, the research 
questions posed, and key contributions to the body of knowledge on interruptions in healthcare. In 
cases where a paper approached an equal number of characteristics from two traditions, it was 
placed in a blended research community. 
Results. A total of 141 papers were identified and categorised; all papers identified were published 
from 1994 onwards. Four principal research communities emerged: epidemiology, quality 
improvement, cognitive systems engineering (CSE), and applied cognitive psychology. Blends and 
areas of mutual influence between the research communities were identified that combine the 
benefits of individual traditions, but there was a notable lack of blends incorporating quality 
improvement initiatives. The question most commonly posed by researchers across multiple 
communities was: what is the impact of interruptions? Impact was measured as a function of task 
time or risk in the epidemiology tradition, situation awareness in the CSE tradition, or resumption 
lag (time to resume an interrupted task) in the applied cognitive psychology tradition. No single 
question about interruptions in healthcare was shared by all four of the core communities. 
Conclusions. Much research on workplace interruptions in healthcare can be described in terms 
of fundamental values of four distinct research traditions and the communities that bring the values 
and methods of those research traditions to their investigations. Blends between communities 
indicate that mutual influence has occurred as interruptions research has progressed. It is clear 
from this review that there is no single or privileged perspective to study interruptions. Instead, 
these findings suggest that researchers investigating interruptions in healthcare would benefit from 
being more aware of different perspectives from their own, especially when they consider 
workplace interventions to reduce interruptions. 
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1 Introduction 
Research into the impact of interruptions on the quality and safety of healthcare work has 
burgeoned over the last fifteen years. Early studies noted that interruptions seemed to be 
associated with medication errors [1–3]. Subsequently, interruptions have been associated with 
lost time [4], cognitive failures [5,6], and staff and patient frustration [7]. Interruptions have also 
been associated with positive outcomes, such as conveying critical information by way of alarms 
[8], clinical decision support systems [9], and person-to-person communication [10]. Some 
researchers have recommended that the number of interruptions be reduced, whereas others have 
encouraged practitioners to use them to increase efficiency [9]. Commentaries and reviews of 
interruptions in healthcare also reflect conflicting views and differing conclusions [5,8,11–18]. It is 
therefore not surprising that despite extensive efforts to guide mitigation strategies, the 
effectiveness of interventions remains mixed [19].  
In their useful review of interruptions in healthcare, Hopkinson and Jennings [14] suggest 
an explanation for conflicting outcomes: “Our assumptions about interruptions likely guide the 
development of data collection instruments that, in turn, may interfere with a grasp of interruptions 
that is free from the constraints of pre-existing beliefs and biases” (p. 12). Hopkinson and Jennings 
note that if researchers assume that interruptions have only negative effects then they may 
overlook the potential positive effects of interruptions. At some level, researchers’ grasp of 
interruptions may never be free of pre-existing beliefs and biases, given that biases are deeply 
held, unquestioned assumptions held to be self-evident. However, if researchers were more 
thoroughly aware of the beliefs and biases of the varying communities studying interruptions in 
healthcare, including their own, they could potentially interpret findings more accurately, identify 
differing conclusions and gaps in evidence more clearly, and make more considered designs about 
what, if anything, to do about workplace interruptions in healthcare. 
When faced with an equally complex, heterogeneous, and conflicting body of literature 
Greenhalgh and colleagues developed a meta-narrative method [20,21] as a way of making sense 
of tensions and paradoxes across research traditions. Citing the role of Kuhn’s scientific paradigms 
[22], Greenhalgh [20] notes, “Any group of researchers views the world through a particular ‘lens’ 
or paradigm that has four dimensions: conceptual (what are considered the important objects of 
study and, hence, what counts as a legitimate problem to be solved by science), theoretical (how 
the objects of study are considered to relate to one another and to the world), methodological (the 
accepted ways in which problems might be investigated) and instrumental (the accepted tools and 
techniques to be used by scientists)”. Greenhalgh and colleagues posed five questions about a 
tradition: (1) its parameters and theoretical basis, (2) the questions it asks, (3), its main findings, 
(4) how it has unfolded over time, and (5) its strengths and limitations. We used this framework to 
better illustrate pre-existing viewpoints in the conflicting body of interruptions literature. 
Our goal in this paper was to conduct a broad analysis of the research on interruptions in 
healthcare, referring to aspects of the above view. Specifically, we explored the following: (i) 
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different research traditions and disciplines that are currently contributing to interruptions research, 
(ii) how communities studying interruptions in healthcare bring the values and methods of one or 
more research traditions to their investigations, (iii) how those traditions, or worldviews, shape the 
questions that are asked about interruptions.  
2 Method 
To guide our critical review, we adopted some elements of the meta-narrative approach to 
systematic review outlined by Greenhalgh and colleagues [20] (see Figure 1). We undertook a 
broad initial review of papers published on interruptions research in the healthcare domain. The 
broad review led to a preliminary conceptualization of the perspectives and approaches employed 
by the various research communities. Then we performed a more systematic search of the 
literature as the emerging communities and their values evolved.  
The criteria for including papers in the review were: (i) either the context was healthcare or 
the authors stated that the results were relevant to healthcare (ii) the primary focus was workplace 
interruptions (or disruptions or distractions) and (iii) the paper was written in English. All types of 
full-length papers were eligible for inclusion, including empirical papers, conference papers, 
theoretical papers, and commentaries, and therefore excluding abstracts. We did not specify a 
particular date range in our search for literature, but instead chose to include all papers that 
matched the inclusion criteria stated above. Papers from any healthcare setting were included. The 
inclusion criteria were set broadly so that a wide variety of papers, and therefore perspectives, 
could be considered. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the critical review process (adapted from [21]) 
Our search was conducted with the online database Web of Science using the following 
search phrases: (i) healthcare AND interrupt* (ii) health care AND interrupt* (iii) interrupt* AND 
nurs* (iv) healthcare AND distract* (v) health care AND distract*. Google Scholar and Google 
Scholar Alerts using similar free text search terms further supplemented the list of reviewed 
papers. It has been noted that there is variation in how interruptions are defined [17,23], and also 
whether interruptions or distractions differ or are terms that can be used interchangeably. Given 
this recognition and our desire to be as inclusive as possible, we have not attempted to use a 
single definition of interruptions, but have accepted any definition used by authors. Collaborators 
also provided relevant papers they thought might meet the inclusion criteria. A further search 
through reference lists yielded additional papers meeting the inclusion criteria. References were 
also analysed for books and papers that appeared to be seminal authorities for the research.  
The full-text papers were independently reviewed and categorised by two reviewers [TMcC 
and PS]. We used some provisional characteristics to perform an initial categorisation of the 
papers, such as the purpose of the investigation, investigative design, the situations or contexts in 
which interruptions were examined, whether interruptions were considered positive or negative, 
and the locus of actual or potential solutions. Then, through an ongoing process of clustering and 
discrimination, we refined the initial categorisation and allocations of papers to research 
communities. In cases where a paper approached an equal number of characteristics from two 
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traditions, it was placed in a blended research community. Where there were points of uncertainty, 
or new information arose based on the refinement of categories, we completed additional 
independent reviews and reconvened to discuss our findings. An inter-rater reliability analysis 
using the final categorisation scheme was performed on a previously uncategorised subset of the 
papers, resulting in a level of ‘almost perfect agreement’ using Cohen’s Kappa (κ = 0.814). 
Once the mapping of the papers to communities was stable—in other words, the papers could 
be placed into one of the research communities (or blend of research communities) without 
disagreement—we performed a final assessment using Greenhalgh’s questions 1, 2, and 5. 
Specifically, we assessed (a) the defining characteristics of the tradition, including the predominant 
motivation for studying interruptions and the predominant philosophical position of that tradition with 
respect to interruptions, (b) the research questions posed by each of the communities, including the 
methods they have used to answer those questions, and (c) the key similarities with other 
communities and the key areas of difference from other communities, including their overall 
contribution to the body of knowledge on healthcare interruptions.  
We did not investigate Greenhalgh’s questions 3 and 4—how the traditions have unfolded 
over time or the main empirical findings from each tradition for the following reasons. First, 
research on interruptions in healthcare is still sufficiently new that temporal patterns are hard to 
discern reliably. Second, our focus is the way the theoretical background of each tradition molds 
the questions its practitioners ask and the kind of answers that are possible, rather than the 
specific empirical findings. 
 If more than 80% of papers allocated to a research tradition shared a specific 
characteristic, then that characteristic was included in our synopsis of that tradition. Not all papers 
showed evidence of all the characteristics of the tradition into which they were categorised, but 
they showed evidence of more characteristics in that tradition than in any other tradition. The 
report of findings is followed by a discussion of gaps, opportunities and recommendations for 
future research.  
3 Results 
A total of 141 papers, encompassing research from 1994 to the present, were included in 
this review. A further 19 papers failed to meet the inclusion criteria because they duplicated later 
more authoritative reports of the same research, they did not focus on healthcare interruptions, or 
they did not have a full-text version. 
3.1 Research Traditions 
The most stable categorisation of the literature comprised four research communities 
representing 94 (67%) of the papers reviewed—communities representing epidemiology, quality 
improvement, cognitive systems engineering (CSE), and applied cognitive psychology are shown 
in Table 1. Blends of the four research communities accounted for the remaining 33% of papers 
reviewed. In Table 2 we summarize some defining characteristics of the four research communities 
and the traditions evident in the work of each community. Specifically, we summarize each 
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community’s predominant philosophical position and the methods its practitioners use to study 
interruptions in healthcare.  
As will be seen, it is not the case that each paper embodies all aspects of the research 
tradition into which we categorised it, or even that the tradition can be described in unambiguous 
terms with which all would agree. Nor is it necessarily the case that authors whose work is cited 
would subscribe to all aspects of the research tradition under which their work has been 
categorised, or that the authors necessarily view themselves as part of a research community 
working within a specific research tradition. Perspectives or methods of research in one research 
tradition will influence the perspectives or methods of research in another tradition, so that some 
papers show strong features of more than one research tradition. 
Table 1. Categorisation of papers included in review 
Categorisation Number of Papers 
Research Tradition  
Epidemiology (EPI) 35 
Quality Improvement (QI) 27 
Cognitive Systems Engineering 
(CSE) 
21 
Applied Cognitive Psychology 
(COG) 
11 
Blends of Research Traditions  
EPI+CSE 21 
EPI+COG 14 
CSE+COG 10 
CSE+QI 2 
Total 141 
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Table 2. Contrasts of characteristics and typical investigative motivations across research traditions 
 Attitude Toward 
Interruptions 
Purpose of Investigation Context of Investigation Primary Locus of Solutions 
Epidemiology Mostly negative Determine burden of the problem 
and eradicate the problem 
Observational fieldwork 
and quantitative analysis 
Elimination of interruptions 
during safety critical tasks 
Quality 
Improvement 
Mostly negative Pursue rapid change in order to 
improve safety 
Observational fieldwork, 
evaluation of intervention 
Elimination of interruptions 
during safety critical tasks using 
person-centred interventions 
Cognitive 
Systems 
Engineering 
Mixture of 
positive and 
negative 
Understand the purpose of 
interruptions with a goal of 
improving work through system-
based redesign 
Varies widely; naturalistic 
studies of work and high-
fidelity simulation 
Interventions that redesign “joint 
cognitive system” between 
human and technological 
components 
Applied 
Cognitive 
Psychology 
Mostly negative Understand how interruptions 
disrupt cognitive processes in 
order to protect those processes  
Controlled laboratory 
studies 
Solutions that protect cognitive 
processes of an individual 
clinician 
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3.1.1 Epidemiology 
In the study of interruptions in healthcare within the epidemiology tradition, clinical errors 
are handled as if they are a ‘symptom’ of a process that is ‘diseased’. When considering a clinician 
preparing and administering medication, an interruption is a potential pathogen that could 
compromise the viability of the work process.  For this reason, in the epidemiology tradition 
interruptions are mostly perceived as actually or potentially negative [4,19,24–50]. Given that a 
hallmark of epidemiology is the use of quantitative methods involving statistical estimation or 
testing [51], researchers focus on finding statistical evidence for the effects of interruptions that 
might guide policy or justify intervention, rather than understanding the role that interruptions might 
play in the clinical context.  
Fieldwork is universally used in epidemiology to determine the burden of interruptions, 
often with very large samples [4,25–27,31–33,35,36,39–41,43,45,48–50,52–55]. Epidemiology 
researchers identify and classify the interruptions that occur, using strict operational criteria. The 
researchers seek to determine: (i) the frequency of interruptions, (ii) the initiators and receivers of 
interruptions, (iii) the content of interruptions, and (iv) locations where the interruptions occur. 
Using this information, rates of interruptions per hour, per task, or per shift are calculated [4,19,24–
36,38–41,43–50,52–57] and used to indicate where interruptions might pose an unacceptable risk 
to patients and others. Fieldwork provides an opportunity to explore the properties or contexts of 
interruptions that make people more prone to error [27,39,50].  
Interruptions research from the epidemiology tradition is predominantly nursing- or 
physician-focused. The nursing-focused epidemiology research is hospital based, and examines 
the distribution, determinants and frequency of interruptions either to nursing tasks in general [31–
33,37,40,43,52,54], or to medication related activities exclusively [4,27,28,34,36,39,46,48,49]. 
Exceptions to this include an examination of interruptions and distractions to Certified Registered 
Nurse Anesthetists during anesthesia induction [38] and self-reported tallies of the causes and 
occurrences of interruptions to ED triage nurses [44]. Physician-centric research in the 
epidemiology tradition investigates interruptions experienced by Emergency Department 
physicians [24,26,50], paediatric residents [29], urologists and urology residents [25], general 
practitioners [53], anaesthetists [45,57], radiologists [55], or hospital physicians in general [47,56]. 
In a small number of studies, both nurses and physicians from a single clinical group form the 
sample population [30,35,42]. In summary, epidemiology brings a disease model, rigorous field 
methods, and quantitative techniques to interruptions research that provides a well-grounded 
quantitative understanding of the effects of interruptions. 
3.1.2 Quality Improvement 
In general terms, researchers in the quality improvement tradition are typically clinicians 
who are focused on changing clinical practices to improve the safety and quality of care provided 
to patients. For the most part, the quality improvement papers in our review report naturalistic 
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studies conducted in the clinical environment. The nursing population was the focus of 81% of the 
papers in this tradition (22/27). As with the epidemiology tradition, interruptions were portrayed 
negatively due to their potential impact on safety. A commonly reported quality improvement 
initiative was the systematic elimination of interruptions during critical tasks, such as during 
medication administration. This initiative, borrowed from the “sterile cockpit” principle in aviation 
[58], prohibits staff from engaging in activity or conversation that is unrelated to the safety critical 
task at hand. As with many quality improvement initiatives, the focus is on the human side of 
change, emphasizing that staff should organise themselves individually, and as members of 
teams, to intercept and defer interruptions until safety critical tasks are complete [59–65].  
Despite its helpful outcomes for aviation, the implementation and success of the sterile 
cockpit principle in the healthcare environment has led to mixed results. Quality improvement 
researchers reporting the successful implementation of the sterile cockpit point to improvements 
such as lower rates of interruptions, fewer medication errors, greater efficiency and subjective 
reports of greater satisfaction [64–78]. Verweij and colleagues found significant reductions in 
interruptions and medication administration errors after implementation of a drug round tabard; 
however, they note that factors other than the vests probably influenced the results, such as 
increased involvement from the ward managers during drug rounds who were “eager to reduce 
MAEs (medication administration errors) and wanted to contribute to the study” [79]. Quality 
improvement researchers who did not report success after implementation of the sterile cockpit 
principle cited paradoxical effects (patient interruptions decreased whereas interruptions from 
colleagues increased) [80], resistance due to cultural acceptance of ‘interruptions as part of the 
job’ [81,82], lack of improvement versus control group [83], and the perception that the sterile 
cockpit principle may be incompatible with total patient-centred care [84]. An unusual paper in the 
quality improvement tradition is that by Stamp and Willis [85] who report using changes in 
interruption rates as a measure of the effectiveness of a point-of-care medication administration 
intervention. 
Quality improvement research sometimes lacks sophisticated statistical approaches that 
are more typical of the epidemiology tradition. However, within the quality improvement tradition, 
measurement does not require precisely designed trials and large samples. Rather, the focus is on 
actions that are systematic and well-sustained, and that cumulatively lead to large-scale 
improvements [86]. As a result, change is implemented and evaluated quickly [87] often using 
mixed methods or with ongoing monitoring. In summary, quality improvement brings to 
interruptions research a tradition of clinician-led initiatives as an immediate first-line response to 
quality and safety issues.  
3.1.3 Cognitive Systems Engineering 
Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) emerged in the early 1980s as a response to high-
profile industrial accidents such as the Three-Mile Island and Bhopal accidents. Such accidents 
indicated that the operation of complex, automated, technical systems presented new challenges 
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and involved new forms of complexity for human operators and their managers [88–90]. From the 
earliest days, CSE’s proponents have insisted that analysis should focus not on the technology 
alone or human alone, but on the combination of the two as a “joint cognitive system”, where 
overall performance emerges from the interaction amongst multiple agents [91,92]. The key 
purpose of CSE is to redesign the interaction amongst those agents for better operation of the joint 
cognitive system [91,92].  
Accordingly, CSE focuses on analysing how human activity is shaped by properties of the 
work domain itself, and on identifying how practitioners exercise knowledge and select strategies 
when coping with complex situations [93,94] such as those in which interruptions occur. 
Conceptually, CSE takes a systems approach to human work, focusing on factors from 
governmental, organisational, social, cognitive, and perceptual perspectives that shape work 
[95]—interruptions can come from any of these levels. Amongst its many influences, CSE draws 
on control theory [96], ecological psychology [97–99], and European work psychology [100–102], 
and it shares perspectives with the proponents of distributed cognition [103], and naturalistic 
decision making [104,105].  Proponents of CSE argue that analysis must focus on the functions 
and meaning of work and that investigations must take place in the natural ecology of work where 
people can draw upon their full repertoire of professional knowledge and strategies to cope with 
complexity as it occurs [106]. Such a focus helps researchers understand the motivations for 
interruptions. 
There are very few papers in our review that embody all the features of CSE, as described 
above. However, there are several papers that embody a sufficient number of those features that 
we have categorised those papers under CSE rather than the other traditions.  
Almost all the papers categorised under CSE that report empirical findings have 
investigated interruptions in the naturalistic work environment [8,10,107–116]; an exception is high-
fidelity simulator investigations by Prakash et al. [117]. Researchers within the CSE community 
acknowledge that interruptions can be positive as well as negative, which indicates an orientation 
towards the content of interruptions [8–10,13,18,107–109,111,113,115–121] and which may lead 
to a rich analysis of the constraints and semantics of work [10,108,109,116,120]. A subset of 
papers expand the view further to refer to the purpose of the interruption for the work context or for 
workflow—some clearly [10,13,18,108,109,111,114,116,118,120] and others in a more nuanced 
way [9,107,119]—and some papers capture the knowledge of strategies workers use to handle 
interruptions [10,13,107–109,112,113]. The recent emergence of resilience engineering [122] is 
reflected in one paper from the CSE community by noting that interruptions contribute to 
organisational resilience [109]. 
As noted, a key feature of CSE is its focus on the “joint cognitive system”, but the papers 
reviewed still focused largely on the “interruption dyad” of interrupter and interruptee, with only 
occasional papers mentioning of the role of supporting artefacts and technologies [10,113] or of 
the interleaving of work amongst team members [9,108,115,116]. Only a subset of papers describe 
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how agents cope with complexity [9,10,107,108,112,119]. Further key features of CSE emerging in 
the interruptions papers are its focus on redesign [9,10,108,111,114,118–120] and its preference 
for systems-based changes to avoid the need for interruptions over person-based changes that 
prevent interruptions at the point where they occur [10,13,108,116,118]. In summary, CSE brings 
to interruptions research a broad systems approach that focuses on the functions of interruptions 
and on the potential for design to provide solutions where needed.  
3.1.4 Applied Cognitive Psychology 
Cognitive psychology is concerned with building theories of how people perceive, attend, 
classify, decide, reason, and remember – these are “cognitive” functions [123]. Cognitive 
psychologists usually focus on understanding cognition as a mental process within the human 
individual, rather than as simple stimulus-response associations or as a socially-mediated 
performance achieved by multiple agents. Inspired by developments in computer science, many 
cognitive psychologists have modeled the human either as a processor of information (see [124] 
for a summary), a manipulator of symbols [125], or as a massively parallel processing device [126]. 
In all cases, the focus is on developing theories and models of human cognitive functioning, 
highlighting its strengths and limitations. The theories have typically been developed with 
information gained from tightly controlled and simplified laboratory environments, with some 
cognitive psychologists arguing that findings from such environments are more likely to generalise 
than are findings generated in specific contexts [127]. 
The work of applied cognitive psychology is described under various labels, reflecting the 
breadth of applications that are possible: some examples are ‘human-computer interaction’, 
‘engineering psychology’, ‘cognitive ergonomics’, ‘applied cognition’ and ‘applied experimental 
psychology’. As its name suggests, applied cognitive psychology applies the above scientific 
values and the corpus of theory to areas of activity outside the laboratory, such as the workplace, 
school, police station, law courts, school, transportation, hospital and so on, or to simulations of the 
above with various levels of fidelity [128,129]. Topics might cover the challenges such 
environments pose to cognitive functions, such as attention, memory, decision making, and so on. 
There is a vast literature within cognitive psychology investigating the impact of interruptions 
on task performance. Some of these papers refer to the actual or potential application of the findings 
to healthcare [130–136]. Other papers provide excellent reviews of the impact of interruptions on 
performance from a cognitive psychology perspective [5,16,137,138], again referring to potential 
applications in healthcare. Even though the majority of these papers do not have a primary 
healthcare focus, we include them here so that their impact on other traditions can be better 
appreciated. Further papers (not detailed here) provide insights that are relevant for healthcare, 
without making explicit reference to healthcare. For example, laboratory studies suggest that 
interruptions impose demands on working memory and that people with greater working memory 
capacity are less susceptible to the effects of interruptions [139,140]. 
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A universal feature of the papers in the applied cognitive psychology tradition is that they 
use cognitive theory to guide discussions of when and how interruptions might influence 
performance [5,16,130–138]. Therefore they all focus on cognition as a process internal to the 
individual person (but see the review in [16] which also discusses the role of artefacts in shaping 
cognition) and none focuses on the systemic purposes of interruptions. Theories of memory for 
interrupted tasks are most prominent: working memory [133,134,137,138], memory for goals 
[130,131,134,137], and prospective memory [5,136,137]. The empirical work reported is almost 
always a highly controllable laboratory task chosen more for its ability to test theory than its ability 
to represent a particular domain of application. 
A further feature of the papers in this tradition is their exclusive focus on interruptions as 
potentially negative: the focus is on how interruptions disrupt cognitive processes rather than the 
role that the content of an interruption might play in a work context [5,16,130–138]. Following on 
from this, all the papers focus on the interruption dyad of interrupter and interruptee, rather than 
taking a broader systems perspective on the purpose of interruptions. Interventions suggested 
usually focus on measures that might protect the individual’s cognitive processes from the 
disruptive effects of interruptions [5,16,130,132–138]. In summary, applied cognitive psychology 
brings to interruptions research a focus on studying the individual clinician’s mental processes with 
well-controlled experiments, and on identifying factors that might disturb those processes and lead 
to error.  
3.2 Blends – Combining Research Traditions  
In the previous section some of the central themes of interruptions research within each 
research community have been highlighted to reflect the core values of that community. There are 
areas of agreement but also areas of contrast between the research communities (see Table 2). 
Key dimensions of comparison and contrast included whether interruptions were considered 
positive or negative phenomena, the purpose of the investigation into interruptions, situations or 
contexts in which interruptions were examined, and the locus of actual or potential solutions. In 
addition, as research grows in the area, researchers in some communities increasingly influence 
researchers in other communities, leading to a blurring of the lines of distinction between each.  
A number of researchers have adopted elements of the other traditions in their own 
investigations. In the following examples we highlight blends of viewpoint and methodology from 
one tradition to another (see Figure 2). The 47 papers representing the blends pull together 
strengths of different areas. In the following sections we outline areas where methodological 
themes have started to blend. 
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CSE + 
COG
Cognitive 
Systems 
Engineering 
(CSE)
EPI + 
COG
EPI + 
CSE
Epidemiology 
(EPI)
Applied 
Cognitive 
Psychology 
(COG)
Quality 
Improvement 
(QI)
Figure 1. Influences and blends between research traditions emerging from our 
categorisation. Links are explained in text. 
CSE + 
QI
 
Figure 2: Influences and blends between research traditions emerging from our categorisation. Links are 
explained in text. 
3.2.1 Epidemiology and Cognitive Systems Engineering 
We identified a cluster of papers that blend aspects of the epidemiology and CSE 
traditions. The cluster includes papers that most strongly fit the epidemiology tradition, focusing on 
counts, classifications, and estimations of rates of interruptions in field contexts, but that have 
incorporated some of the CSE characteristics.  Although the overwhelming focus in this blended 
cluster is one of interruptions creating the potential for error, a number of papers do note that 
interruptions are not always negative [14,141–154]. Within this cluster can often be found a 
broader discussion of the systems context in which interruptions occur [11,14,108,142–
146,149,155,156]—there is a strong initial statement in Healey [144] to this effect—and an 
emerging focus on work semantics and practitioners’ knowledge [145–148,150–152,156–158]. In 
addition, there is more emphasis on discussions of the communicative purpose of interruptions 
[142,147,150,154,155] and a focus on teams as well as individuals [143,144,153,156,159]. A 
notable subset of this cluster focus on interruptions to workflow rather than to individual people 
[143,144,153,156], further supporting the notion that the definition of an “interruption” depends on 
the research question and related processes being investigated [23]. 
The review by Hopkinson [14] covers many of the papers we have categorised in the 
epidemiology tradition, but the authors assess the evidence using characteristics typical of the 
CSE tradition. Not only does the review question whether causal connections have been shown, 
but it is also sympathetic to a systems view and, unlike many papers in the epidemiology tradition, 
it strongly rather than parenthetically makes the point that interruptions do not always have 
negative consequences. The strength of this cluster is that it blends the strong fieldwork and 
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analytic tools of the epidemiology tradition with the functional perspective and interpretive subtlety 
of the CSE tradition. However there is much less emphasis on redesign than for the cluster of 
papers solely in the CSE tradition, with the theme of redesign appearing only weakly in a few 
cases [11,142,150,157,159].  
3.2.2 Epidemiology and Applied Cognitive Psychology 
The papers in this blended cluster are influenced primarily by epidemiology but to a minor 
extent also by cognitive theory. As is typical of epidemiologically-motivated research on 
interruptions, almost all of the papers report observational fieldwork leading to analyses of 
interruption rates, rather than reporting laboratory- or simulator-based research. However, many of 
the papers refer to psychological constructs such as attention [160–163], working memory 
[160,164–168], prospective memory [169,170], as well as action regulation theory [170], and 
Norman’s seven stages of action [171]. 
Most of the papers explicitly or implicitly assume that interruptions are fundamentally 
negative events, although some mention that interruptions can be useful or are part of a clinician’s 
role [162,164,170–172]. A notable feature of the work by Coiera and colleagues in this cluster is 
the focus on communication needs being the reason for interruptions [160,161,164]. Many of the 
papers are motivated by a concern that interruptions to cognitive processes will cause error [160–
165,169]; however, a few focus instead on the negative emotional responses to interruptions 
experienced by clinicians [170,172]. 
This cluster includes six papers not reporting observational fieldwork. Two papers report a 
simulator-based study on the impact of operating room distractions and interruptions; Feuerbacher 
and colleagues report on errors and failures of prospective memory [166], and Murji and 
colleagues investigated the impact of distractions on surgical performance in the form of task 
completion and operative blood loss [163]. Baethge et al.’s [170] diary study uses hierarchical 
linear modelling to suggest that mental demands and time pressure are mediating factors between 
interruptions and both error and irritation. Brixey and colleagues contribute a conceptual framework 
for describing and recording an interruption event [171] that is based on Trafton’s model of 
interruptions as well as Norman’s seven stages of action. Brixey et al.’s goal is to promote use of a 
shared vocabulary in interruptions research to increase generalizability and usefulness of reports. 
Finally, Magrabi and colleagues [168], and Walter and colleagues [173] outline frameworks for 
studying and measuring the impact of interruptions in healthcare. Overall, the strength of this 
cluster is that it provides a detailed level of analysis of the factors that contribute to people’s 
vulnerability when interrupted in their normal work setting. 
3.2.3 Cognitive Systems Engineering and Applied Cognitive Psychology 
We identified a further cluster of papers that blend characteristics from the CSE and 
Applied Cognitive Psychology traditions. The papers are differentiated from most in the 
epidemiology or QI traditions by their focus on theory, but they vary according to whether they 
focus on theories of individual cognition or more socially distributed cognition.  
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In an early review of the unintended consequences of new technologies, Parker [174] notes 
that new technologies can interrupt established team communication patterns and impose a load 
on working memory. CSE themes in Parker and Coiera’s paper [174] focus on the social 
environment of healthcare work, the recommendation for mixed-method research including 
ethnography, and the consideration of design options. Westbrook [175] recommends consideration 
of interruptions in the broader socio-technical context, and their influence on memory and attention 
leading to error production. Grundgeiger’s [12] review invokes prospective memory theory but also 
Hutchins’ distributed cognition [103] and calls for a better understanding of accident causation 
models if the impact of interruptions is to be understood—the latter reflecting the systems thinking 
of CSE. In a more recent review of the state of “interruption science”, Coiera [17] notes the 
questions remaining and the need to understand clinicians’ work priorities and work contexts if the 
impact of interruptions is to be understood, but the paper does not emphasize a systems 
perspective and the main concern is with the negative effect of interruptions on dyads. 
Solid attempts to apply cognitive theory to interruptions are seen in reviews [15,176] that 
also discuss difficulties of exercising the level of experimental control in healthcare settings that 
would allow the theories to be extended. However trials in rich field contexts—a key feature of CSE 
studies—have indicated that cognitive theory can explain [177,178] and predict [179] interruption 
phenomena and, to a limited extent, interruption management strategies, and two further trials 
associate the impact of interruptions with constraints on visual attention [180,181].   
3.2.4 Cognitive Systems Engineering and Quality Improvement 
The most underrepresented research tradition across all of the blends is quality 
improvement. However, some research reports the translation into practice of design interventions 
that result from substantial prior CSE research. Only two papers were identified that blended key 
dimensions of both CSE and quality improvement. In a mixed-methodology case study, Colligan 
and colleagues [182] aimed to design an inexpensive, system-based intervention that would 
naturally reduce interruptions without introducing new error-prone processes. The paper reports 
three phases of research: (1) evaluation of the existing medication station and tasks required for 
safe medication preparation, (2) design of the intervention; and (3) collection of pre- and post-
intervention data to determine intervention effectiveness. Similarly, a paper by Sasangohar and 
colleagues [183] also reported a successful design intervention that resulted from substantial prior 
CSE research. It is notable that both papers representing this blend are recent, published in 2012 
and 2015 respectively, highlighting the infancy of this blend. 
Some papers in the review that we categorised as epidemiological in motivation also had 
quality improvement characteristics. These papers suggested possible interventions to reduce 
interruptions, but the researchers’ primary focus was on the frequency, determinants and 
distribution of interruptions [31–33,36–38]. The connection between the epidemiology and quality 
improvement traditions is therefore indicated with a dotted line in Figure 2. 
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3.3 Key Questions in Interruptions Research 
Several common interruptions research questions were posed by the varying traditions and 
blends (see Table 3). The most commonly asked question by researchers across multiple 
communities was (Q3): what is the impact of interruptions? Researchers measured impact as a 
function of task time or risk in the epidemiology tradition, situation awareness in the CSE tradition, 
or resumption lag (time to resume an interrupted task) in the applied cognitive psychology tradition. 
A related, but more specific, commonly asked question was (Q3a): is there evidence of a 
relationship between interruptions and error? Table 3 shows that no single question about 
interruptions in healthcare was shared by all four of the core traditions. 
4 Discussion 
Our review of different traditions underlying interruptions research in healthcare has 
exposed for the first time the many different motivations, methods, and messages that exist in the 
interruptions literature. As a reading of Hopkinson and Jennings [14] would suggest, an important 
factor discriminating different traditions of research into interruptions in healthcare was 
researchers’ assumptions about whether or not interruptions are fundamentally negative. However, 
we found many further factors discriminating different research traditions motivating research into 
interruptions in healthcare. 
4.1 Implications for Interruptions Investigations in Healthcare 
In response to Hopkinson and Jennings’ [14] call to remove bias from research into 
interruptions in healthcare, we argue that investigations and deliberations cannot be completely 
free of bias. However, a greater awareness of the role that research traditions play in framing 
investigations will certainly help researchers detect assumptions, interpret apparent 
inconsistencies, and seize opportunities to close gaps.  
The implications of our findings are two-fold and important for the ongoing development of 
the field. First, when reading the literature, researchers might contemplate which research 
tradition, or which blend of research traditions, guides the research. Researchers can then 
determine the strengths and limitations of the research being reported, along with what might be 
missing, based on the aim of the paper.  Second, in planning and executing their own 
investigations, researchers can refer to the perspectives and methods from other research 
traditions to ask whether their own research could be enriched by embracing those perspectives 
and methods.  
We do not propose that researchers should try to encompass all traditions or perspectives 
in their research—indeed that is probably impossible. Nor do we propose that research that blends 
aspects of different research traditions is inherently better than research performed closely within a 
tradition. By exposing the motivations and theoretical commitments, and relating them to 
underlying research traditions, we hope to provide a language that researchers can use to 
describe, compare, and contrast research outcomes more effectively. 
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Table 3. Common interruptions research questions as posed by traditions and blends of traditions 
 
Q1. Why do 
interruptions 
occur? 
Q2. What is the 
current state of 
interruptions? 
Q3. What is the 
impact of 
interruptions? 
 
Q3a. Is there 
evidence of a 
relationship 
between 
interruptions and 
error? 
Q4. Are interventions 
successful at 
reducing negative 
effects of 
interruptions? 
Research Tradition      
Epidemiology ✓[31] ✓[24,28,44,46–49,53,57] ✓[25,26,29,30,32–34,42,43,45] ✓[27,41]  
Quality Improvement ✓[85]    ✓[65–71,73,74,76–84] 
Cognitive Systems 
Engineering 
✓
[109,111,113,116]
 ✓
[118]
 ✓
[107] 
✓
[117,180] 
✓
[117] 
Applied Cognitive 
Psychology 
 
 
 
✓
[131,132,134]  
✓
[133,135] 
Blends      
EPI+CSE  ✓[142,149,151] ✓[11,141,143,146,148] ✓[147,150] ✓[145,156]  
EPI+COG   ✓[172] ✓[162,167,169] ✓[166]  
CSE+COG    ✓[15,178,181]   
CSE+QI     ✓[182,183] 
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Researchers working within each of the identified traditions have made important advances 
in understanding interruptions. For example, epidemiology methods may indicate the clinical tasks 
or locations where interruptions seem to be particularly prevalent, and may provide quantitative 
information about personnel and tasks involved. CSE researchers can use those results to guide 
more focused investigations to understand why those interruptions occur—the functions they serve 
and the organisational challenges they reflect. The insights that CSE researchers uncover may 
then provide a more solid basis for quality improvement researchers to decide whether or not to 
intervene. A research investigation based in the epidemiology tradition and focused on assessing 
the burden of interruptions may operationalize the term “burden” as a demand for excessive 
services or resources in a healthcare system. Applied cognitive psychology can extend the 
assessment by offering ways to measure the cognitive or emotional burden of interruptions once 
they have occurred.  
Research investigations that blend motivations, methods and messages from different 
research traditions reflect the complexity of the phenomenon and the context in which it occurs, 
and they reflect the value researchers see in other research traditions. It is evident from Figure 2 
that we found clusters of papers within the epidemiology, CSE or applied cognitive psychology 
research traditions that drew upon characteristics of one of the other traditions. However, we did 
not find substantial clusters of papers representing blends between the quality improvement 
research tradition and other traditions. On the one hand, this may reflect a missed opportunity for 
quality improvement. On the other hand, it may be unsurprising, given that researchers in the 
quality improvement community focus on rapid translation of findings into practice through 
interventions that address interruptions. Some researchers have argued that interventions can be 
improved by combining different methodological approaches [184], but adopting methods or 
principles from other traditions may take too long or it may require an inappropriate focus on a very 
specific research question [87] or a level of control that is unachievable in practice.  Nonetheless, it 
is important that interactions between the quality improvement community and other researchers 
studying interruptions in healthcare should grow. Clinician-led quality improvement research is 
closest to patient care and clinician-scientists often know how best to convert the latest research 
findings into practice [87]. 
Below we elaborate on some of the key questions in interruptions research and contrast 
how researchers in different research traditions have addressed them. Finally we provide some 
examples of how researchers might introduce aspects of research traditions beyond their own to 
answer key research questions about interruptions. 
4.2 Key Questions and Perspectives 
There has been a lack of overlap across all research traditions and questions as outlined in 
Table 3; this clearly demonstrates that each research tradition has particular questions it deems 
legitimate or answerable. For example, researchers in the applied cognitive psychology research 
tradition have not explored the question of why interruptions occur in the healthcare workplace. 
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This is because researchers in the applied cognitive psychology tradition focus on individual 
cognitive processes [140] rather than the socially-mediated performance achieved by multiple 
agents. This reinforces our view that pre-existing beliefs guide researchers towards certain 
questions, therefore influencing how their research is operationalized.  
To illustrate the interplay of research traditions and questions when addressing 
interruptions, we highlight three areas of focus in interruptions research—the relationship between 
interruptions and undesirable outcomes (Q3a), the issue of what needs to be understood about 
interruptions to decide how to handle them, and the question of whether interventions generalise 
across contexts (Q4). 
First, there is a tension across research traditions in the degree to which interruptions are 
held to “cause” undesirable outcomes. If interruptions could be shown to “cause” undesirable 
outcomes with an unacceptable level of regularity, then handling them is clear—reduce 
interruptions. The applied cognitive psychology research tradition offers process theories of how 
interruptions lead to cognitive failures. However, healthcare is a complex work domain with many 
factors at play. As a result, the evidence for a direct causal connection between interruptions and 
undesirable outcomes is not strong [12,14,15]. Large-scale studies in the epidemiology research 
tradition have demonstrated that statistical associations between interruptions and undesirable 
outcomes exist, but the mediating and moderating factors that make undesirable outcomes more 
likely or less likely are difficult to identify [173]. Until more is known about the latter issue, 
interventions to suppress interruptions rather than to control the mediating and moderating factors 
may be misguided. For quality improvement research communities wanting to increase patient 
safety and improve outcomes, it may be more effective to support resilience and buffer the 
consequences of interruptions. The CSE research tradition offers strategies for both the latter. 
Second, different research traditions have contributed to what is known about interruptions, 
and what needs to be known to decide how to handle them. Research in the epidemiology tradition 
has provided basic quantitative information at the so-called “sharp end” of an interruption – who is 
more likely to interrupt whom, and tasks that are more likely to be interrupted than others. A key 
concern has been the potential negative impact of interruptions on the cognitive processes of the 
interrupted person—a natural concern from the perspective of applied cognitive psychology. 
Recent work has moved closer to representing the relevance of the content of interruptions for 
people’s tasks by classifying interruptions as positive vs. negative, or necessary vs. unnecessary 
for the interrupted person [8,109,150]. Such classifications have emerged from the more 
interpretive research typical of the quality improvement and CSE research traditions, and they are 
needed as a first step before interventions can be considered. They have led researchers to 
considering the value or necessity of an interruption for the interrupting person, as well as for the 
interrupted person. Intervention strategies must weigh the needs of both parties, and must weigh 
their ability to complete not only current tasks, but also future tasks. However, the “stopping rule” 
for considering the positive vs. negative impact of an interruption is still unclear. CSE can offer 
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conceptual tools for analysing the functions of interruptions for organisational stakeholders, but it 
offers little perspective on the level of organisational risk—a perspective more likely to be offered 
by tools within the epidemiology tradition. 
Third, after recognising a potential risk, can quality improvement researchers successfully 
implement solutions that appear to have worked elsewhere? As noted, attempts to apply the 
“sterile cockpit” principle have not always been successful or sustainable. It is very hard to predict 
the full impact of design interventions in complex work organisations—this has been termed the 
“envisioned worlds” problem [185]. The impact of changes is highly conditioned by the individual 
work contexts. Small differences in work practices may render some interventions ineffective or 
even counterproductive. Another approach, originating in the applied cognitive psychology 
tradition, is to train people in strategies for handling interruptions more effectively, both in terms of 
managing their own cognitive vulnerabilities more effectively, and evaluating the vulnerabilities of 
others’ cognitive tasks more accurately [131]. Such training has been successful in laboratory 
contexts, but it may be impractical to introduce to the field, given the amount of theoretical 
awareness required and the greater complexity of tasks in healthcare than in the laboratory. 
Likewise, non-invasive brain stimulation has been found to significantly decrease resumption lag 
after a task is interrupted [133], but such methods would undoubtedly be unsuitable in the field for 
ethical and practical reasons. 
4.3 Conclusion 
We have identified different research traditions motivating and enabling the study of 
interruptions in healthcare. Researchers have conceptualized and studied interruptions in ways 
that are inextricably linked to their pre-existing biases and beliefs, and much research on 
interruptions in healthcare can be discriminated in terms of fundamental values of distinct research 
communities. However we have also identified gaps and opportunities, as well as investigations 
indicating mutual influence between research traditions. The purpose of this review was not to 
promote the tenets of a single research tradition or to propose that all perspectives should be 
combined or bias removed, but to offer an opportunity for those studying interruptions to 
contemplate and question their own assumptions, and to remain open to opportunities offered by 
other perspectives and methods when addressing some of the difficult questions in interruption 
research.  
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Abstract  
Interruptions are widely considered a problem in healthcare. Results from observation and 
experimental studies have guided extensive mitigation efforts, but the effectiveness of 
interventions remains mixed. We have built on current theories and methods for studying 
interruptions to develop a novel observational approach – the Dual Perspectives Method – for 
examining interruptions from the perspectives of the different work functions in an Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU). We detail the method and provide representative examples of the insights it offers, 
such as why interruptions happen, the role they play, and the consequences of preserving them or 
eliminating them. We anticipate that the Dual Perspectives Method will help us to arrive at a better 
basis on which to draw conclusions about interruptions, and will lead to the development of 
appropriate and sustainable interventions to ensure the effective and safe functioning of the work 
system under examination. 
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1. Introduction 
Interruptions are widely considered a problem in healthcare because of their impact on 
mental workload [1] and the possibility that they might lead to errors and subsequently to adverse 
events [2]. Results from observation and experimental studies have guided extensive mitigation 
efforts, but the effectiveness of interventions remains mixed [3]. We suspect that this is because 
we do not fully understand how “work functions” of a work system intersect to create interruptions, 
and why interruptions occur at the time that they do and in the manner that they do. To explore 
these propositions, we build on current methods for studying interruptions to develop a novel 
observational approach for examining interruptions from the perspectives of the different work 
functions in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) work system—the Dual Perspectives Method. There are 
two main goals of our research: 
• Goal 1: To develop novel methodology for examining multiple perspectives following 
an interruption event. 
• Goal 2: To collect information that would be highly relevant for drawing conclusions 
about the function and burden of interruptions, and that would indicate whether any 
interventions are needed to help people handle demands for their time and attention. 
The purpose of this paper not to provide a full account of the findings of the observational 
study, which will be reported in a subsequent paper, but to introduce the Dual Perspectives 
Method and to provide some examples of the insights it offers so that other researchers might 
consider its appropriateness for their own research questions. In the following sections we review 
current approaches to studying and mitigating interruptions in healthcare. We then provide details 
of the Dual Perspectives Method, highlight the function of interruptions in our work system under 
study, and use representative case studies to show how we can draw conclusions about the 
viability of potential interventions to address workplace interruptions. 
1.1. Current approaches to studying interruptions in healthcare 
Many studies examining interruptions in healthcare track an individual clinician and the 
interruptions they receive (e.g., [4–8]). Interruptions are counted and classified using predefined 
categories according to who and what is being interrupted, often with only limited use of participant 
narratives regarding the semantics of their work. With the emphasis on the individual clinician, 
theories of individual cognition, such as Prospective Memory or Memory for Goals, have been 
applied to understand the often detrimental effect that interruptions have [9–13]. Increasingly, 
researchers have adopted a systems-based approach that views interruptions not as a single, one-
sided ‘event’ experienced by an individual, but as a process shaped by the demands of a 
sociotechnical system [14,15]. For example, the urgency of an interruption from the interrupter’s 
viewpoint, or the ‘interruptibility’ of a colleague may provide insight into the underlying decision to 
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interrupt in a particular set of circumstances; researchers have attempted to gain this insight by 
examining the motivation of the “interrupter”, either by inference or through direct report [14,16].  
However, focusing on just one perspective of discrete interactions between interrupter and 
interruptee may continue to limit our understanding of the causes and consequences of 
interruptions and how elements of the system work together adaptively to achieve goals. We argue 
that broadening our observation techniques to ensure that data reflect the perspectives of both 
interrupter and interruptee at the same may lead to a more complete understanding of the system-
level implications of interruptions. In their 1954 study, Hastorf and Cantril found that participants 
experienced the same event very differently because, “The significances assumed by different 
happenings for different people depend in large part on the purposes people bring to the occasion 
and the assumptions they have of the purposes and probable behavior of other people involved” 
(p. 132) [17]. A model for capturing dual perspectives comes from emergency response exercises, 
which are typically highly distributed activities requiring the integration of multiple frames of 
reference and interpretations. In a study examining information sharing and coordination across 
different levels of a multi-agency disaster response, Bharosa, Lee, and Janssen [18] interviewed 
relief workers on the spot to better understand their actions or to ask them about the problems they 
faced. In a more recent example from Granasen and Andersson [19], observers in different 
locations recorded events and interpretations in different media. The records were then integrated 
so that systemic properties emerged relating to the conduct of the exercise. The integrated records 
were then reviewed in rapid after-action replays, which include all personnel involved, for training 
purposes and process improvement. The authors noted that “collecting and combining data from a 
multitude of sources allow revelation of new insights and may increase validity of the study…” 
(p.125) [19].  
In healthcare, a similar technique referred to as “event analysis” has been used to describe 
and explain social interactions associated with complicated clinical situations [20]; the authors note 
that event analysis is useful “in obtaining and managing multiple perspectives about an event of 
interest while situating the event within appropriate social and environmental contexts” [p. 239], 
usually immediately following observation of an event. When applied to healthcare interruptions 
research, capturing dual perspectives in the moment may lead to 1) a greater understanding of 
how interruptions are shaped by the demands of a sociotechnical system, and 2) more appropriate 
responses to ‘problem’ interruptions, while ensuring no one’s work is negatively impacted in the 
process. 
Of course, observers cannot be omniscient and capture every element of complex, 
distributed workplace interactions, but the Dual Perspectives Method has been constructed to 
respect and reflect the above guiding principles as much as is feasible. As a result, the primary 
purpose of the Dual Perspectives Method is validity rather than reliability. The intention is to collect 
data that are highly informative for identifying issues and strategies that could help to improve work 
across all disciplines in a particular work system, rather than to ensure reliability of recording and 
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interpretation. Reliability of recording and interpretation is required in many observational 
approaches, and has clear value, but it is a secondary rather than primary purpose of the Dual 
Perspectives Method, which is to ensure a greater minimum level of validity than alternative 
observation methods for the kind of research question we are investigating. 
1.2. Mitigation of interruptions in healthcare 
In spite of the ways that research on interruptions in healthcare has evolved, theories and 
methods employed to date have typically encouraged interventions that protect individual cognitive 
processes at the ‘sharp end’, usually by reducing or eliminating interruptions. However, those 
interventions have not always been effective. For example, Tomietto et al. [21] found that nurses’ 
use of a ‘do not disturb’ tabard was, paradoxically, effective with patients but ineffective with other 
staff members. Other researchers have reported lack of adherence to the ‘rules’ of intervention 
use. Following their effort to implement the sterile cockpit in healthcare, Federwisch, Ramos, and 
Adams (2014) found that lack of compliance with the intervention was one of the reasons the 
intervention failed [22]. Similarly, when Sasangohar et al. (2015) implemented a tool to mitigate 
non-urgent interruptions they found that unnecessary interruptions were reduced, but that in 68% 
of their observations nurses had to be reminded to comply with the intervention [16]. Finally, when 
Nelms and colleagues implemented an intervention to lower interruptions and distractions, they 
found that the intervention compromised patient-centred care and did not produce a reduction in 
medication administration errors as expected [23].  
Clearly, proposals for interventions should take into account the sociotechnical constraints 
of work. In some cases it may be just as detrimental to patient safety to not interrupt, as it is to 
interrupt. This was seen tragically in the case of Pablo Garcia, where a nurse refrained from 
interrupting a colleague to question an order of 38 tablets because she had learned that 
interruptions were undesirable in the clinical context, and therefore administered the dose [24]. 
Because interruptions are sometimes necessary for clinical work to progress [25–28], researchers 
must understand where they are inevitable and use buffer mechanisms, such as an “IV push timer” 
[29], or implement system-level interventions at the ‘blunt end’ to better match the needs of clinical 
workflow and facilitate safe and effective care. 
As a first step in developing interventions that are more compatible with clinical workflow, 
we aim to capture multiple in-the-moment perspectives to help us broadly sample the motivations 
for interruptions in an ICU (Intensive Care Unit), at both the system level and the individual level. 
The ICU setting was purposely chosen given the high prevalence of interruptions in ICU settings 
[30,31], and the potential impact of preventable errors given the vulnerable patient population [32]. 
Using a sociotechnical systems perspective, we focus on the intersection of “work functions” that 
make up the broader work system. Work functions are what needs to happen for a work system to 
fulfil its purpose – in the healthcare context, patient are admitted or discharged, care is provided, 
interventions are performed, and so on. Work functions can be carried out by people, and 
sometimes by intelligent agents. A work function is independent of worker or work role. The 
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enactment of a work function by an agent creates a “work thread”. A work thread is a set of 
interconnected tasks that together fulfil the work function. Some of those tasks are observable 
activities; others will include mental activities and are therefore less directly observable. When an 
interruption occurs, one of the tasks in the interrupting agent’s current work thread intersects one 
of the tasks in the interrupted agent’s current work thread.  
In some cases, interruptions are directly pertinent to immediate operational needs and 
represent an intersection of work threads that reflect a shared current purpose (for example, a 
doctor interrupts a nurse writing notes in an overcrowded unit to say "patient can be discharged"). 
In other cases, interruptions reflect intersections of work threads that do not reflect a shared 
current purpose (for example, the in-charge nurse asks bedside nurses about work roster 
preferences). Focusing on the purpose of interruptions from a deeper perspective of the layered 
functions of the ICU is important in order to understand why interruptions happen, the role they 
play, and the consequences of preserving them or eliminating them.  
To guide our conceptualization of the layered functions of the ICU, we adopted the 
integrated model of intensive unit communication and care coordination proposed by Miller, 
Weinger, Buerhaus, and Dietrich (2010). Miller et al. [34] identified four operational levels that run 
simultaneously in an ICU—unit resource coordination, unit care coordination, patient care 
planning, and patient care delivery. The four levels involve different agents working in different 
timeframes with different information resources. We extend this model to provide a basis for study 
interruptions. In an ICU, agents from different disciplines with different roles carry out functions 
stemming from the four operational levels—and they need to coordinate with others. Although we 
define the ICU as our “system” with multiple layers of work threads that will intersect from time to 
time, it is important to note that the ICU is not a closed system. Interactions such as 
communications relating to admissions, discharges, investigations, etc., commonly occur with units 
and other ‘systems’ outside of the ICU given the interdisciplinary and interconnected nature of 
healthcare. 
To fulfil our research objective of collecting information that would be highly relevant for 
drawing conclusions about the function and burden of interruptions, and that would indicate 
whether any interventions are needed to help people handle demands for their time and attention, 
we apply the Dual Perspectives Method to capture the following information: 
1. Details of the function of each work thread that intersects to form an interruption 
2. Details of what happens on each side of the interruption, at the same time and with 
equal emphasis, using both qualitative and quantitative evidence 
3. Understanding of the “upstream” motivation for why the work threads came into 
intersection 
4. Consideration of whether interventions are feasible from the perspective of the 
interrupter, the interruptee, and the overall work system.   
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The above is a functional perspective, stemming from the tradition of cognitive systems 
engineering [35] where the analysis of the work of multiple interacting agents is important for 
understanding how work functions are carried out. 
2. Application of the Dual Perspectives Method to examine interruptions 
in healthcare 
In this section we illustrate how the Dual Perspectives Method was used in the study of 
workplace interruptions. This research was conducted in a 30-bed Intensive Care Unit at a large 
tertiary care hospital in Brisbane, Australia. All ICU staff members were potentially involved as 
primary or secondary study participants. In contrast to many other interruptions studies, 
participants were sampled from all operational levels and all work roles in the ICU work system, 
including medical staff (a mix of consultants and registrars), nurses in clinical and non-clinical roles 
(e.g., nurse unit manager, clinical nurse roster coordinator), support staff (e.g., assistant in nursing, 
administration officer, etc.), and allied health staff (e.g., physiotherapist, pharmacist), in order to 
explore a full range of coordination needs and motivations for interrupting.  
Forty-six primary participants representing 15 unique ICU roles with varying levels of 
experience provided written informed consent and were directly observed for a minimum duration 
of three hours. Secondary participants were staff members whose work intersected with the 
primary participant’s work in the form of an interruption. Secondary participants provided verbal 
consent if they agreed to answer follow-up questions immediately after the interruption took place. 
The relevant hospital and university Human Research Ethics Committees approved all procedures. 
2.1. Data collection using the Dual Perspectives Method 
Two observers (Observer A and Observer B) shadowed each primary participant for a 
minimum duration of three hours. Observer A comes from a systems engineering background, and 
was present for every session. For any observational session, the role of Observer B was filled by 
one of three clinical research nurses, all of whom have clinical experience in the chosen ICU 
setting and all of whom were trained in the data collection method used. It was important to have at 
least one observer who is a legitimate participant in ICU work, so that work threads in the ICU work 
system could be more accurately identified as they occurred. The purpose of having two 
observers, each from a different discipline, was less about achieving intercoder reliability than it 
was about seeking both a systems perspective and a valid practitioner viewpoint on how clinicians 
enact ICU work functions and activities, and to allow the observational session to “split” after 
certain interruptions in order to gather information about both the interrupter and the interruptee’s 
work functions simultaneously.  
Both observers recorded each session using separate customized data collection booklets, 
and an audio recorder. In each notebook, the right hand pages contained a mixture of pre-defined 
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categories and open-ended questions to be filled out in the event of an interruption, and left hand 
pages were left blank for capturing details of the primary participant’s work, including specific work 
tasks and related timestamps. A pre-defined coding system was developed through interviews and 
pilot observations, and was further refined throughout the course of data collection. 
As an observational session progressed, all of the primary participant’s work activities were 
recorded on the blank left-hand side of the data collection notebook. A graphic illustration of how 
the Dual Perspectives Method worked when an interruption occurred is shown in Figure 1. An 
interruption was defined as a diversion of attention from the current task due to an attention 
request from an external source (person, phone, device), briefly or for an extended amount of time, 
which may or may not result in switching to a new task. When an interruption occurred, both 
observers independently recorded details of the interaction using the categories on the right hand 
page of their observation booklets. Following the interruption, the observers briefly discussed 
whether the interruption was to be followed up or not. The criteria for following-up interruptions 
were as follows: (1) the interruption was from someone in one of the 15 primary participant roles 
described above, and (2) the interruption represented an intersection of work threads that 
appeared not to be simply mundane and/or routine. An example of a “mundane and routine” 
interruption would be a bedside nurse interrupting a colleague to offer coverage so that the 
colleague could take a break.  
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A
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B
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B
A
B
“Interruptee” “Interrupter”
Interruption
Clinical observer
Systems engineering observer
What they were doing 
before the interruption…
Why the interruption was needed
 in the context of their work…
Whether interventions could be made
upstream to optimise their workflow…
Probes interrupter about 
their work to determine…
Time 
passing
Interrupter’s reflection from short term memory
 
Figure 1: Dual Perspectives Method showing divergence of Observer A and B at an interruption. Time runs 
downwards. Dotted lines represent the process of probing an interrupter about immediately prior motivations 
and work functions. 
When an interruption was followed up, Observer A remained with the primary participant, or 
“interruptee”, to continue to capture information related to the outcome of the interruption for the 
interruptee’s work, and the continuation of their work thread. Meanwhile, Observer B followed up 
with the “interrupter” (when appropriate) to ask about the work function that the interruption had 
served, as detailed in Figure 1 above. Following each three-hour session, both observers 
conducted a debriefing session with the primary participant to review the followed-up interruptions 
in more detail if there was not time to do so during the observation. Specifically, for each 
interruption recorded, the participant was asked about their perception of the motivation and 
necessity of the interruption, and their ideas for possible interventions that could be made at other 
levels of the work system to prevent that kind of interruption from happening in the first place. In 
this way, both perspectives of the same interruption event were captured. All recordings were then 
transcribed for subsequent analysis. 
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2.2. Data coding 
Notes and recordings from each observation were transcribed. Given our functional 
perspective and our interest in finding out about the work functions that are intersecting rather than 
specific tasks, the tasks recorded during observations were coded into functions using the “Levels 
of Decision Making” within Miller et al.’s (2010) integrated model of intensive care unit 
communication and care coordination described above. Two additional “External” levels of 
coordination were added during coding for interruptions that originated from staff outside the ICU, 
and required an ICU function to proceed. These are: “1. Unit Resource Coordination [External]” 
and “2. Patient Care Coordination [External]”. Data summaries were produced using Microsoft 
Excel following transcription and coding. 
3. Illustrative findings 
In this section we do not provide a complete report of our findings but some illustrative 
findings that demonstrate the kind of information that the Dual Perspectives Method can provide. A 
total of 108 interruptions were followed up by Observer B. Table 1 shows the ways in which the 
unit interrupts itself, as enacted by the intersection of different work functions carried out by 
workers in the unit. The row labels represent interrupters’ work functions that could not progress 
without interruption, as reported by the interrupter. The column labels represent the interruptees’ 
work functions that were interrupted.  
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Table 1: Interruptions represented by intersection of work functions. Table shows work function of interrupter and interruptee that were being enacted when the 
interruption occurred; data include only the interruptions where Observer B followed up with the interrupter. 
 
Interrupter function that could not be 
completed 
Primary participant work functions that were interrupted 
 1. Unit 
Resource 
Coordination 
2. Care 
Coordination 
3. Patient Care 
Planning 
4. Patient Care 
Delivery: 
Administration 
4. Patient Care 
Delivery: 
Diagnosis 
4. Patient Care 
Delivery: 
Monitoring 
4. Patient Care 
Delivery: 
Prescription 
In between 
observable 
function Total 
1. Unit Resource Coordination ^11 1 1 1 - 3 - 2 19 
1. Unit Resource Coordination [External] 2 - - 1 - - - - 3 
2. Care Coordination 1 5 - 3 - 2 3 1 15 
2. Care Coordination [External] 1 2 - - - 1 1 1 6 
3. Patient Care Planning 1 3 3 1 - 2 2 3 15 
4. Patient Care Delivery - Administration 2 ^9 2 1 - ^6 ^6 5 31 
4. Patient Care Delivery - Monitoring 1 - 1 3 1 4 2 1 13 
4. Patient Care Delivery - Prescription 1 - 3 - - 1 1 - 6 
Total 20 20 10 10 1 19 15 13 108 
 
^Denotes top 10% 
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These data highlight that the unit frequently interrupts itself for reasons related to Unit 
Resource Coordination. When both the interrupters and interruptees were followed up, a number 
of systemic issues were uncovered relating to job-sharing and technology shortfalls at the Unit 
Resource Coordination level; a detailed example of an interruption related to Unit Resource 
Coordination is outlined below in section 3.3 “Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator (P24) interrupted 
by Bedside Nurse”. The function of Patient Care Delivery, specifically Administration, was 
responsible for the majority of interruptions to other levels of unit functioning, commonly arising 
due to drug requests or order clarification. 
In the examples below, we illustrate four of the 108 interruptions using the rich perspectives 
gained from the Dual Perspectives Method. The examples were chosen to illustrate the 
advantages and insights acquired by Observer B such as (1) differences in work practices across 
the ICU and other parts of the hospital that create interruptions by outsiders, (2) background 
information about ongoing situations that is not available to the interrupted party but provides 
greater justification for an interruption, (3) ineffectiveness of existing work practices for reaching 
goals, and (4) a patient protection measure designed as a future interruption. 
3.1. Bedside Nurse (P01) interrupted by Physiotherapist 
Background: A Bedside Nurse (BN) is tidying up the bedspace following a patient assessment. A 
Physiotherapist enters the bedspace and attempts to log on to the shared bedside computer.  
Interruption: After a couple of minutes at the computer, the Physiotherapist interrupts the BN to ask if she 
has the log in details and password for the x-ray viewer system. The BN stops what she is doing and 
joins the Physiotherapist at the computer to help him log in. 
Interrupter’s	perspective: The Physiotherapist wanted to review the patient’s most recent chest x-ray prior 
to giving treatment. He has only occasionally worked in the ICU for the past two weeks, because the 
Physiotherapy team also treat patients in other wards throughout the hospital. He notes that the ICU uses 
an ‘older’ viewer system which requires bed-specific passwords, which is inconsistent with the rest of the 
hospital. When asked, the Physiotherapist indicates that this interruption could not have been prevented. 
Interruptee’s	perspective: When asked about this particular interruption, the BN indicates that the 
Physiotherapist ‘needs to be told how to log in to the system’. The BN feels that all of the passwords 
should be provided to the Physiotherapists in their new employee orientation. 
Observer B’s follow-up for this interruption was critical to uncovering the BN’s 
misconceptions regarding the Physiotherapist’s boundaries of work as she was not aware that the 
Physiotherapist had worked only occasionally in the ICU for a period of two weeks. It is also an 
example of why the ICU cannot be considered a closed system, given the Physiotherapist’s 
interactions with both the ICU and other areas of the hospital. This awareness is especially 
important for evaluating potential interventions. Instead of requiring the Physiotherapy staff to learn 
new password and viewer combinations in the ICU in order to avoid interruptions, interventions 
such as hospital-wide password standardisation should be considered. 
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3.2. In-Charge Nurse (P21) interrupted by Registrar 
Background: A newly admitted patient who was transferred from the Emergency Department is 
hypotensive and rapidly deteriorating. The In-Charge Nurse (ICN) is at the bedspace helping to support 
and direct the clinicians treating the patient. 
Interruption: One of the Registrars assisting with the patient asks the ICN to get a suture pack from the 
storage room, as suture packs are not routinely kept on the emergency trolley. When the ICN goes to 
retrieve the equipment, she notes that this request from the Registrar is “annoying”. 
Interrupter’s	perspective: After the patient was stabilized, the Registrar explains that her colleague started 
an arterial line insertion for this patient, but got called to another code. As a result, the Registrar took over 
and did not want to have to start over again, and time was running out for suturing the line. The Registrar 
notes she was gowned and gloved and could not have gone to retrieve the suture pack herself. She 
indicates that not all Registrars suture their arterial lines, but she feels they should, and that the 
equipment to do so should be kept on the emergency trolley. 
Interruptee’s	perspective: The ICN who was interrupted felt that the original doctor who had started the 
arterial line insertion should have stayed and “got the job done”. The ICN noted that “not everyone 
sutures his or her lines in”, but that this was an emergency situation so she decided not to have a 
discussion with the Registrar about it. She also noted that the only thing that the Registrar wanted from 
the suture pack was a needle holder, and that this was an “expensive way of doing it”. For all these 
reasons she had found the Registrar’s request “annoying”. 
Taking together the debrief with the ICN (the interruptee) and Observer B’s follow-up with 
the Registrar, it is apparent that the ICN did not have full knowledge of all the circumstances 
leading up to the interruption. The ICN was not aware that the first Registrar who started the 
procedure was called to a code, which explains why the first Registrar had had to leave and also 
why the interrupting Registrar was not set up for the procedure in the way that she normally would 
be. The follow-up performed by Observer B was key to developing a complete understanding of 
the interaction and uncovering subtleties that would have otherwise been missed. 
3.3. Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator (P24) interrupted by Bedside Nurse 
Background: While in her office resolving staff issues and planning adequate staffing for the day, the 
Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator (CNRC) receives multiple drop-in visits from BNs on their breaks or 
changing shifts. 
Interruption: The BNs are hand-delivering recreation leave request forms or asking for confirmation that 
forms submitted previously were received. The CNRC takes the time to provide individual confirmations, 
or reviews the newly submitted forms.  
Interrupter’s	perspective: The general consensus amongst the BNs is that ‘correct processing of the forms 
in the first place’ could have prevented the need for an interruption from them. 
Interruptee’s	perspective: The usual process for recreation leave is that it is to be approved by the Nurse 
Unit Manager, and then communicated via email to both the employee and the CNRC (for rostering 
purposes). The CNRC notes that staff do not have to hand deliver their forms as there is a drop-off box 
for these, but that they want to ‘see a person and get confirmation it has been received’. She says that 
most staff receive a confirmation email, but agrees this does not happen 100% of the time, and is 
dependent on “who’s sitting in the chair, if they do it or not”. She refers to the job-sharing aspect of the 
Nurse Unit Management role. 
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A number of systemic issues became apparent in the follow-up of these interruptions. The 
BNs clearly had had bad experiences with incorrectly processed pay and leave arrangements. Job 
sharing by the Nurse Unit Managers had led to the potential for slippage of information between 
peers in the management role. Preventing these interruptions to the CNRC using traditional 
intervention techniques, such as requiring staff to exclusively use the drop-off box for 
communication to management, would have compounded the problems. 
3.4. Registrar (P40) interrupted by Bedside Nurse 
Background: While conducting a patient assessment, the Registrar is interrupted by a BN from the 
neighbouring bedspace. 
Interruption: The BN tells the registrar that he is about to remove the patient’s chest drains, but that the 
patient is nauseated and the BN would like first to administer an anti-emetic. The BN notes that there is 
no existing anti-emetic ordered so he is unable to administer anything until he has an order from the 
Registrar. The Registrar gives the BN a verbal order for the anti-emetic and continues the patient 
assessment. 
Interrupter’s	perspective: On follow-up with the BN, Observer B discovers that this interruption is time 
critical. In addition to wanting to resolve the patient’s nausea as quickly as possible, the chest drains are 
being removed in preparation for the patient’s discharge to another ward. The BN is surprised that the 
anti-emetics are not already written up, because they are usually pre-ordered for patients in anticipation 
of post-surgical nausea. 
Interruptee’s	perspective: On debrief with the Registrar, she states that in principle this interruption could 
have been avoided if the anti-emetics had been charted (as they normally are). However, the doctors 
were worried about an existing medical condition with this patient and wanted to make sure that the need 
for an anti-emetic was reviewed prior to being administered.   
In the above case the Dual Perspectives Method has uncovered differing perspectives on 
the need for the interruption, immediately following the event. Without follow-up we would have 
missed that the doctor deliberately withheld the order to encourage high-quality care. Knowing that 
escalation was necessary due to the nurse’s constraints, the registrar had effectively ensured that 
there would be an interruption in order to carry out treatment in a responsible way. 
4. Discussion 
Other researchers have discussed the need to view interruptions from a broader systems 
perspective [14,15], and the Dual Perspectives Method operationalizes this viewpoint strongly. By 
focusing on the intersection of a variety of work functions by personnel in different work roles that 
represent the whole work system, the Dual Perspectives Method highlights how elements of the 
ICU work system – and systems that are external to the ICU, but interconnected with it – work 
together in the moment. For example, the data in Table 1 show that the unit interrupts itself across 
all levels of ICU functioning. This is an important finding because it tells us about the complex 
interdependencies in ICU functioning. Furthermore, the intersection of functions across all levels of 
work underlines the importance of including multiple ICU work roles in observations of interruptions 
in healthcare. 
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The discovery of functions that could not be completed without the need for an interruption 
is an indication that ‘eliminating’ interruptions could compromise the ICU work system. Specifically, 
the administration of patient care could potentially suffer given that it is the most common cause of 
interruption to other ICU functions. On the other hand, eliminating interruptions could protect ICU 
work by allowing the work of the primary participant to proceed without disruption, an important 
consideration given what is known about the negative impact of interruptions on cognition [36]. In 
the unit under study, the most commonly interrupted work functions were Unit Resource 
Coordination, Care Coordination and Patient Care Delivery (Monitoring). Determining the origin of 
interruptions and the burden of interruptions to these work functions is an important first step in the 
consideration of the net benefit of an intervention, and the form the intervention will take. 
As previously discussed, some earlier methods of studying interruptions have led to 
interventions that fulfil the needs of just one part of the overall system, and that are consequently 
somewhat brittle. The dual-observer approach starts to fulfil an important gap in knowledge by 
uncovering factors that would not necessarily emerge from observing just one side of an 
interruption. For example, without the Dual Perspectives Method we would not have understood 
the misunderstandings colleagues have about the boundaries of each other’s work, and the fact 
that some interruptions are encouraged in order to carry out treatment in a responsible or 
individualised way. We emphasize that understanding an interruption from more than one 
perspective, at the same time, may lead to more sustainable and appropriate interventions, or to 
no interventions – whichever is most appropriate, such as in the case of the registrar who 
encouraged interruption from the bedside nurse. Furthermore, probing interruptions using the Dual 
Perspectives Method encourages staff contribution to the design of interventions in the immersive 
context, providing an authentic and privileged perspective ‘in the moment’. If we had waited to 
interview staff after a shift, or during breaks, we may have lost relevant detail about the 
sociotechnical constraints that led to the intersection of work functions in the first place. We 
anticipate that potential issues with intervention acceptance and compliance will be minimal given 
the inclusion of participant narratives from all levels of ICU work functioning, which in this case 
includes 15 unique ICU roles. Staff engagement in intervention design has been shown to produce 
effective interventions [37], and the opportunity to follow up provides useful insight into the 
semantics of the work system under study. 
As noted above, in our implementation of the Dual Perspectives Method Observer B was a 
research nurse who was also a practising clinical nurse in the ICU we studied. While the presence 
of Observer B may have affected the participants’ willingness to share their honest perceptions 
and opinions with a fellow staff member, we felt that the benefit of having an observer with local 
clinical knowledge was crucial for a number of reasons. In addition to uncovering the interrupter’s 
viewpoint close to the moment of interruption, the Observer B captured subtleties in the 
interactions and the work that would have otherwise been missed. Powell (2015) noted that 
nursing researchers bring unique perspectives to research teams [38], and Observer B’s familiarity 
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with this ICU let her quickly identify functions, roles and activities as they occurred, contributing to 
fewer questions to the primary participant. Her familiarity with the unit also meant that she could 
dismiss the need to follow up certain interruptions that were considered mundane and routine. To 
account for the possibility that participant self-reports may have been confounded by Observer B’s 
presence, we plan to take all findings, including any potential intervention, to stakeholder 
consultation for review and further iteration.  
Several other limitations and trade-offs became evident during the design and 
implementation of the Dual Perspectives Method. For reasons related to personnel scheduling and 
other unit-specific practicalities, three clinical research nurses shared the role of Observer B. To 
reduce additional observer variance, the authors decided that Observer A would be the same 
person across all observations. As with any observational study, it is possible that primary and 
secondary participants altered their behaviour in the presence of observers, regardless of their 
employment status. This includes staff members shying away from interrupting the primary 
participant to avoid a follow-up. Although every effort was made to ensure that follow-ups were 
conducted at times and settings appropriate for secondary participants, the dual-observer follow-
ups did temporarily create additional workload for them. From the perspective of Observer A and 
Observer B, splitting the team to pursue interruptions also meant that some of interruptions 
observed could not be followed up. However it is important to note that our goal was not to 
estimate interruption rates or the proportion of interruptions of different types, but instead to 
sample broadly from interruptions from different sources.  
We have used the Dual Perspectives Method to document the established collaborative 
patterns of work on this particular unit and to reveal the intersecting work functions that make up 
the broader work system. However, there may be other possible uses of the method by healthcare 
interruptions researchers and/or quality improvement specialists. For example, the method could 
be used to explore the perceived versus true ‘interruptibility’ of a colleague by contrasting the cost-
benefit assessment that nurses perform prior to interrupting [14] to an interruptee’s self-report of 
interruptibility. The seven-level prioritization hierarchy of nursing activities framework described by 
Patterson and colleagues [39] could be used with the method to reveal and compare the relative 
priorities of interrupter and interruptee. The method may also be useful when applied to other 
contexts, such as understanding the various complexities of team-decision making. The power of 
the Dual Perspectives Method is that it leverages multiple ‘in the moment’ perspectives to better 
inform the design of systems and processes. A future iteration of the Dual Perspectives Method 
should include provisions for following up interruptions initiated by the primary participant in the 
same way that interruptions to the primary participant were recorded. It was not part of the original 
study design to record participant-initiated interruptions in detail, but the desirability of doing so 
became evident during data collection. 
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5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have shown that capturing ‘in the moment’ perceptions of interruptions by 
participants can lead to insights and strategies that would have otherwise been missed using 
single observers or two redundant observers. First, the Dual Perspectives Method was important 
for capturing multiple, but sometimes contradictory, versions of an interruption event, from the 
perspectives of a wide variety of work roles. This knowledge contributes to a more thorough 
understanding of the coordination needs and motivations for interrupting. Second, having a clinical 
research nurse who is a legitimate participant in ICU work allowed us to conduct the observations 
more efficiently and to capture the functioning of the ICU work system accurately. Finally, it was 
important to include all relevant ICU work roles: if interruptions are viewed as intersecting work 
threads from different work functions, then a broad variety of work functions and work roles needs 
to be sampled. The unit functions as a safe and productive system because of the contribution of 
each discipline and work function within it, so it does not make sense to focus on the issues and 
strategies that may help to improve the work of just a single discipline. The insights gained may 
allow us to arrive a better basis on which to draw conclusions about interruptions, and may lead to 
the development of appropriate and sustainable interventions to ensure the effective and safe 
functioning of the work system under examination. 
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Abstract 
Examinations of interruptions in healthcare often focus on a single clinical discipline, and 
solutions are targeted accordingly. This approach does not take into account the inter-disciplinary 
dependencies and other sociotechnical aspects that make up the healthcare work system, and 
suggested solutions may not meet the needs of all stakeholders. In this article a sociotechnical 
systems perspective is used to uncover the interdependencies between 16 unique work roles that 
result in interruptions in an intensive care unit (ICU). By applying social network analysis 
techniques to data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method, we identified targeted systems-
based interventions that may reduce unnecessary interruptions while avoiding unintended 
consequences that impose additional burden on ICU staff. The rich insights gained into the 
interruptive communication patterns in the ICU work system stand in contrast to findings that would 
have otherwise been obtained by focusing only on a single clinical discipline or a single 
perspective. 
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1 Introduction 
Interruptions research has largely focused on protecting the work of a single clinical group, 
and solutions are targeted accordingly. In a previous review we noted that observational fieldwork 
is predominantly either nursing- or physician-focused (McCurdie et al., 2017a), and very few 
studies combine observations of more than one role. Commonly, the basis for decisions to 
intervene are studies that count the rates per hour of interruptions received by a single discipline, 
where interruptions are categorized by source and/or type (Dante et al., 2016; Duruk, 2015; Kosits 
and Jones, 2011; McGillis Hall et al., 2010; Redding and Robinson, 2009). Although a single-
discipline approach may be informative for a particular group of clinicians, it does not take into 
account the inter-disciplinary dependencies or other sociotechnical factors that make up the 
healthcare work system. For this reason, interventions may not always be effective from the 
perspective of all stakeholders (McCurdie et al., 2017b). In this paper we apply a systems 
approach to the study and treatment of interruptions in order to identify systems-based 
interventions that may reduce unnecessary interruptions while at the same time avoiding 
unintended consequences that may impose additional burden on the ICU work system.  
A number of researchers have emphasised the importance of a systems approach in the 
study and treatment of interruptions in healthcare. For example, Werner and Holden (2015, p. 245) 
note that “a linear one-task-one-person interruption scenario is rarely the case in health care 
environments”, but instead that multiple tasks occur in parallel involving multiple entities, all of 
whom can interrupt and be interrupted. The authors extend their view of interruptions to include the 
impact of higher-level system factors such as organisational culture and policy on lower-level 
outcomes such as interruption propensity, based on the macroergonomic view of patient safety 
presented by Karsh and Brown (2010) . Similarly, Weigl et al. (2012) conclude that workflow 
interruptions can be reduced in healthcare through improved design and consideration of socio-
technical aspects such as intra- and inter-professional communication and coordination needs. 
Our conjecture is that by analyzing patterns of interaction and interdependencies across 
multiple roles in the intensive care unit (ICU) we may be able to identify vulnerabilities in the work 
system and infer whether interventions are truly warranted, and in what form. Critically, we 
conceptualize interruptions as a sociotechnical systems phenomenon where different “work 
functions”, enacted by people or intelligent agents, sometimes need to interact in order for the work 
of the unit to get done. Our challenge has been to find a data analysis method that can capture the 
complexity in the data collected with the Dual Perspectives Method, and that exposes the above 
interactions in the most effective way. Previously we introduced the Dual Perspectives Method 
(McCurdie et al., 2017b), which we developed in order to collect data about interactions between 
work functions. In the present paper we introduce social network analysis to interruptions research 
as a way of providing quantitative measures and strong visualizations of the interactions between 
work functions. Together, the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis reveal 
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patterns of interruptive interactions between work functions and interdependencies between work 
roles. Such analyses may help researchers determine where the burden of interruptions falls most 
heavily in the work system, and whether any interventions are warranted to help people handle 
demands for their time and attention.  
Social networks can be constructed from observations of a work system and the resulting 
models can inform researchers about how work is actually performed (Houghton et al., 2006). 
Social network models emphasise both (a) functional entities (roles) and (b) the way in which 
entities are connected (Stanton et al., 2012). Connections between roles can be defined according 
to chosen parameters (Stanton et al., 2012), including, for our purposes, interruptive 
communication patterns. The overall network can then be summarised and analyzed 
mathematically to reveal underlying properties (Houghton et al., 2006; Stanton et al., 2012) such 
as routines, patterns of coordination, and hierarchical structure. Houghton et al. (2006) note that 
although the visual representation of the social network graph alone will sometimes be sufficient 
for making conclusions, mathematical analysis of the network has three key advantages: “First, it 
helps us to quantify aspects of the network numerically. Secondly, with large or complex datasets it 
can be used to mine the network dataset for non-obvious features. Thirdly, it can be used to 
support or reject the analyst’s intuitive reading of the network graph” (pp. 1205-1206). Social 
network analysis can contribute to optimisation of the entire work system, rather than parts in 
isolation (Stanton, 2014), contrary to a single clinical discipline approach. 
Unlike conventional observation and quantification methods in interruptions research, the 
combination of the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis goes beyond counts of 
interruptions to a single discipline to uncover patterns of interruptive communication across 
multiple work roles observed. The purpose of this paper is to present this combination of methods, 
as well as to provide an account of observational study findings produced using the methods. In 
the following sections we provide details of the methods used, followed by a presentation of the 
results. We then draw conclusions from the resulting data to reveal how a single clinical discipline 
approach could focus our improvement efforts in the wrong place, and to generate interventions 
that better fit the intended work system. Finally, we highlight lessons learned and share our 
recommendations for future research in this area. 
2 Method 
2.1 Setting 
This research was conducted in a 30-bed Intensive Care Unit at a large tertiary care 
hospital in Brisbane, Australia. At the time of this study an average of 25 beds were staffed daily. 
The physical geography of the unit is arranged according to post-operative (10 beds) and general 
intensive care needs (20 beds), connected with an adjoining hallway. 
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2.2 Participants 
Invitations to participate in the study were sent to staff in most clinical disciplines and 
across all operational levels of the ICU, including medical staff, nurses in clinical and non-clinical 
roles, allied health staff in pre-specified professions, and non-clinical support staff, in order to 
explore the full range of work coordination needs and motivations for interrupting. Forty-six 
‘primary’ participants (P1) across 16 unique ICU roles provided written informed consent and were 
each directly observed for a minimum duration of three hours. The specific roles and number of 
participants in each role are shown in Table 1. ‘Secondary’ participants (P2) were staff members 
whose work intersected with the primary participant’s (P1) work in the form of an interruption. 
2.3 Materials and observation procedure 
The Dual Perspectives Method (McCurdie et al., 2017b) was used to conduct the 
observations. To summarise, two observers shadowed each primary participant (P1) for at least 
three hours. The participant’s activities were recorded using custom data collection notebooks with 
predefined questions and response categories and an audio recorder. An interruption was defined 
as a diversion of attention away from the participant’s task, briefly or for an extended amount of 
time, due to an attention request from an external source (e.g., colleague, phone, device), that may 
or may not have resulted in switching to a new task. When an interruption occurred, both 
observers independently recorded the details, including the role of the interrupter (P2), a 
description of the interruption, and the interrupter’s task that could not be completed without the 
interruption. Some interruptions meeting pre-specified criteria were followed up in more detail to 
capture the perspectives of both interrupter (P2) and interruptee (P1) on the reason and need for 
the interruption, along with their ideas about possible interventions. The interrupter (P2) provided 
verbal consent if they agreed to answer these questions immediately after the interruption took 
place. These details helped us to interpret the patterns of communication between roles and 
reasons for interruptions. Further details about the method can be found in the Appendix. 
2.4 Social Network Analysis 
Notes and recordings from each observation were transcribed and coded. The average 
number of interruptions received from colleagues (P2) in the 16 unique roles was calculated on an 
hourly basis. These data were then used to create an “association matrix”, quantifying 
relationships between roles formed as a result of interruptions. The association matrix was then 
used to construct a social network graph “from which one can readily observe structures and 
relationships.” (Houghton et al., 2006, p. 1205). The social network graph was created using Gephi 
(v0.9.1), an open-source network visualization platform (Bastian et al., 2009). Gephi was also used 
to run various statistical analyses on the network data, described in Table 3. These social network 
metrics are applied to individual roles as well as the overall network as a whole (Stanton et al., 
2012) to help to uncover non-obvious features of the network, as well as support or reject 
conclusions based on the visualizations alone (Houghton et al., 2006). The metrics lead to a better 
understanding of patterns of interaction across all roles in the ICU and make it easier to identify 
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vulnerabilities in the work system. By quantifying aspects of the ICU interruptions network 
numerically, the metrics can also be used for comparisons to other networks or the same network 
at a different point in time.  
3 Results 
A total of 962 interruptions to the primary participants (P1) were recorded from all sources 
(i.e., colleagues, patients, families, alarms, phone calls, etc.). On average, ICU staff received 
seven interruptions per hour (7.0/h). The In-Charge Nurse role was the most frequently interrupted 
(11.8/h), and the Pharmacist role was the least frequently interrupted (4.3/h). See Figure 1 for the 
full list of roles and average number of interruptions received per hour from all sources. If only the 
findings above were considered, we might be tempted to focus solely on reducing interruptions to 
the In-Charge Nurse. As the results below will show, however, there is more to consider when 
developing interventions that best fit clinical workflow. 
3.1 Social network analysis 
To analyze the relationships between roles in the network and how closely associated they 
are to each other, we start with an association matrix shown in Table 1. The association matrix 
includes only interruptions observed between the 16 unique ICU roles (n=592); interruptions from 
other sources such as phones, devices, patients and families are not included in the matrix. As is 
evident in the matrix, the Bedside Nurse role was observed interrupting every other role in the ICU, 
and frequently initiated the most interruptions. 
To visualize the relationships depicted in the association matrix, a weighted, directed, 
social network diagram was created in Gephi (see Figure 2). To enhance the visualization, a 
“Force Atlas” spatial layout algorithm was applied to the data1. Force directed graph algorithms 
apply forces of gravity, attraction and repulsion to roles within a network, based on the strength of 
their relationships to others (Brandes, 2001). Roles that are not connected through interruptions 
will be placed farther apart in the graph, while roles that frequently interrupt will be drawn closer 
together. This means that roles with the most interruptions between them are more central in the 
visualization. Gephi graphical convention uses curved edges in a clockwise orientation to show the 
direction of communication, or interruptions, between roles. Connecting edges between roles 
reflect the average number of interruptions calculated on an hourly basis. The colour of the role 
nodes reflects which of the three ‘communities’ the role belongs to, identified using the Modularity 
statistics feature in Gephi (Blondel et al., 2008), further described in Table 3 and below. The colour 
of the connecting edges between roles is a blend of the colours of the two roles linked by that 
edge. 
The ICU social network diagram shown in Figure 2 highlights the many inter-disciplinary 
dependencies observed in the ICU in which interruptions played a necessary role in order for work 
                                                
1 Gephi Force Atlas settings: Inertia: 0.1, Repulsion strength: 30000, Attraction strength: 10, Gravity: 30. 
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to continue. An initial reading of the graph indicates that there were key areas of dependency 
between the Bedside Nurse, Team Leader, ACCESS (Assistance, Coordination, Contingency, 
Education, Supervision, Support) Nurse, and In-Charge Nurse roles; these dependencies are 
potential focal points for intervention. To quantify the underlying properties of the network, 
mathematical analyses were conducted on the association matrix data shown in Table 1, 
according to the individual node and global network metrics defined in Table 3.  
3.1.1 Individual node metrics 
The in-degree, standardised in-degree, out-degree, and standardised out-degree represent 
the number of ICU roles that interrupt and are interrupted by the target role (see Table 2). These 
metrics highlight the connectedness of the Bedside Nurse role to all others in the network; the 
Bedside Nurse interrupted 100% of roles in network and was interrupted by 69% of the roles in the 
network. The weighted in-degree and weighted out-degree metrics reflect the sum of the average 
incoming and outgoing interruption volume from all roles in the network. The highest weighted in-
degree values were calculated for the In-Charge Nurse role (6.7), followed by the Team Leader 
(6.6) and ACCESS Nurse (5.5). The highest weighted out-degree value was calculated for the 
Bedside Nurse (26.3), who initiated the most interruptions.  
These metrics confirm the patterns identified on the ICU social network diagram (Figure 2). 
The Dual Perspectives Method uncovered that the Bedside Nurse role interrupted the In-Charge 
Nurse, Team Leader and ACCESS Nurse roles primarily for reasons related to medication 
administration. Participants revealed that the In-Charge Nurse and Team Leader roles were the 
sole physical key holders to the restricted drugs cupboard; the Bedside Nurse was unable to 
access restricted drugs without a physical key and was required to locate someone in the In-
Charge or Team Leader role in order to administer these medications, or ask for help to do so from 
the ACCESS Nurse. 
Sociometric status reflects the sum of all incoming and outgoing interruption volume for a 
particular role, relative to all other roles in the network. Consistent with the metrics above, the 
Bedside Nurse had the highest sociometric status (1.9); the Administrative Officer and Pharmacist 
roles were tied for the lowest sociometric status (0.2). Another individual node metric that 
considers the overall ‘significance’ of a role in the network is the generalized in-degree and 
generalized out-degree centrality, calculated based on the number of roles interrupting the target 
role, and how frequently. The role exhibiting the highest generalized in-degree role centrality was 
the Team Leader (6.3) and the highest generalized out-degree role centrality was the Bedside 
Nurse (33.7). 
3.1.2 Global network metrics 
Global network metrics quantify the properties of the network as a whole. The network 
density metric measures the number of connected roles as a fraction of the total possible and is 
based on a scale of 0 to 1; a result of 1 indicates that all roles in the network are connected 
through interruptive communications. Network density reveals how distributed interruptive 
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communication patterns are across the network. The resulting network density of the ICU work 
system was 0.5, indicating that there was a moderate level of inter-disciplinary dependency 
amongst ICU work roles.  
In any given network, nodes that are more densely connected to each other than to the rest 
of the network are referred to as ‘communities’. Modularity is a global metric index that identifies 
the strength of community structure within a network (Newman and Girvan, 2004). In the context of 
interruptions, members of a community are more likely to interrupt each other than to interrupt 
other roles in the network. Modularity is calculated by comparing the number of connections within 
each community to the number of connections that would occur if the roles were connected at 
random. High levels of modularity indicate distinct divisions between communities, while low levels 
of modularity (less than 0.5) indicate that communities within the network partially overlap. The 
resulting modularity value of the ICU work system was 0.208 (at a resolution of 1). This low level of 
modularity indicates that the communities identified were likely to overlap and were not definitive. 
In other words, the network was more likely to consist of a core group of roles that interrupted 
broadly rather than smaller cliques that only interacted with each other. This is consistent with the 
network density finding. 
Diagrams illustrating the communities identified through modularity are shown in Figure 3 
and Figure 4. Consistent with the individual node metric findings above, the largest community 
within the network consisted mostly of nursing professionals. The disproportionate connection 
between the Bedside Nurse role and the In-Charge, Team Leader and ACCESS Nurse roles was 
evident. A second, smaller community was formed amongst the remaining roles in the network 
(registrars, physiotherapist and pharmacist). For the most part the interruptions between these 
roles were consistent with expected clinical practice; however, interruptions between 
Physiotherapists were disproportionately high.  The Dual Perspectives Method revealed that the 
ICU employed only one full-time Physiotherapist while other physiotherapy staff rotate through the 
unit and the rest of the hospital on a regular basis. This organisational constraint has led to a 
reliance on the full-time Physiotherapist who was often asked to confirm treatment plans or answer 
questions about ICU-specific physiotherapy practice.  
The inter-disciplinary interruptive communication patterns between Pharmacist and Junior 
Registrar were also examined using the Dual Perspectives Method. Participants revealed that 
while staff in the ICU used electronic patient records, the remainder of the hospital used paper 
patient records requiring manual transcription of patient discharge summaries by the Junior 
Registrars. The manual transcription of discharge summaries often occurred during overnight shifts 
when the unit was less busy but may also have been more prone to error, possibly due to reduced 
access to ancillary services and/or fatigue (Miller et al., 2010; Ruutiainen et al., 2013). The 
Pharmacist often discovered these errors during her daily review of discharge summaries, 
prompting a discussion with the Junior Registrar who was required to amend the records. 
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4 Discussion 
Based on the social network analysis, it is evident that no one role in the study ICU 
functions in isolation. If we had used the common approach of focusing only on a single discipline, 
and the interruptions they receive, we may have focused our improvement efforts in the wrong 
place. For instance, we may have chosen to protect the In-Charge Nurse’s work simply because 
they received the most interruptions. Although that solution may have been appropriate for certain 
contexts, simply focusing on the In-Charge Nurse role would have obscured the richer insights we 
gained by considering the interruptive communication patterns between all roles in the ICU work 
system. 
Although our analysis uncovered that some of the interruptive communications observed in 
the ICU are a necessary feature of clinical workflow, the results also indicate that some 
disproportionate areas of dependency exist between work roles. Unnecessary interruptions may be 
evidence of underlying system failures (Rivera, 2014), leading to stress on the work system; for 
this reason they are focal points for intervention.  For example, the Bedside Nurse role was 
connected to every other role in the ICU network through interruptions, potentially indicating unmet 
needs or a lack of planning. Given the nature of shift lengths and roster rotations, Bedside Nurses 
will probably treat a new patient on every shift. The Bedside Nurses’ need to frequently interrupt all 
other roles may originate from a lack of initial familiarization with the patient, which could be 
improved through standardized communication and planning in coordination with other ICU roles at 
shift turnover, before the day begins. 
The Dual Perspectives Method, combined with social network analysis, allowed us to 
explore specific areas of dependency between roles so that contributing factors could be identified. 
The most prominent manifestation of dependency leading to interruptions in the ICU work system 
under study was between the Bedside Nurse and either the In-Charge Nurse, Team Leader or 
ACCESS Nurses. Although some amount of work communication and coordination is expected 
between these roles, the analysis highlighted a disproportionate number of unnecessary 
interruptions between them due to reliance on a physical key needed for restricted drug 
administrations. To improve the functioning of the work system, a proxy access swipe card system 
activated with staff ID cards programmed with relevant permissions or access would remove the 
need for unnecessary interruptions and improve patient care by eliminating the need for Bedside 
Nurses to search for, and interrupt, the holder of the physical key to the restricted drugs cupboard. 
The social network analysis also revealed that the Physiotherapist role experienced the 
highest intra-role frequency of interruptions. Input gathered from interrupter (P2) and interruptee 
(P1) using the Dual Perspectives Method uncovered problems associated with the regular rotation 
of staff through the unit, leading to a reliance on the ‘lead’ Physiotherapist to confirm treatment 
plans or answer questions about ICU specific concerns with which the other Physiotherapists were 
not as familiar. During post-interruption follow up discussions, staff identified a need for a resource 
outlining common ICU scenarios and other ‘frequently asked questions’ about physiotherapy 
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practice on the unit. This intervention has the potential to reduce unnecessary interruptions and 
reliance on a single person in the work system. 
In a further example of higher-level sociotechnical system factors leading to unnecessary 
interruptions in the ICU, the hybrid paper/computer records system requires manual transcription 
of a patient discharge record that sometimes results in errors. Although the Pharmacist may be 
effective at detecting errors in their review of the discharge summary, the work system is operating 
inefficiently in its current form and is prone to error. Implementation of an electronic discharge 
summary could alleviate the unnecessary interruptions and would reduce the potential for error. 
For each area of disproportionate dependency between roles identified using social 
network analysis, the observational records collected with the Dual Perspectives Method made it 
possible to uncover the sociotechnical system factors encouraging interruptions. The information 
was then used to identify systems-based interventions rather than person-based interventions that 
are congruent with clinical workflow (Institute for Safe Medication Practices, 1999). However, 
identifying system vulnerabilities and relevant solutions using the Dual Perspectives Method and 
social network analysis is just the first step towards work system improvement. As with any 
complex sociotechnical system, there may be challenges to overcome before improvement efforts 
can be realized in healthcare (Dixon-Woods et al., 2012). 
4.1 Generalizations and future use of this combined approach 
Karsh and Brown (2010) made the case that cross-level variables, such as organisational 
behaviour and hierarchy, should be used to guide patient safety research in order to prevent 
interventions that are targeted at a single level of the healthcare delivery system. The combined 
use of the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis helped us to uncover not only 
the intra- and inter-disciplinary dependencies within the ICU itself, but also some of the higher level 
sociotechnical aspects of the healthcare organisation that contributed to those dependencies in the 
form of disproportionate interruptive communication patterns. Although these two methods could 
be used independently, we gain great leverage by combining them, thereby marrying an analysis 
method with a data collection method that are mutually appropriate for capturing the complexity of 
workplace interruptions. These findings provide a better basis for decision-making in contrast to 
findings that would have otherwise been obtained by focusing only on a single clinical discipline or 
a single perspective. 
By quantifying properties of the ICU interruptions network, the metrics can also be used to 
make comparisons with other work systems or the same work system at a different point in time. 
The next step in this programme of research will be to implement the selected system-based 
interventions, following detailed consultation with unit stakeholders. After implementing the 
intervention(s), further observations conducted using the Dual Perspectives Method and analyzed 
using the social network analysis methods will be used to determine if work system performance 
improved. 
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4.2 Limitations 
Given that social network analysis methods were applied to the study of interruptions for 
the first time in this paper, some limitations were identified. Because it was not possible to observe 
every member of the ICU work system simultaneously during an observation, communications 
were averaged over all observations for all members of a particular role; this is in contrast to the 
more commonplace applications of social network analysis where individual agents and their 
communications are captured during a single event, for example. As with any observational study, 
it is possible that the presence of the researchers may have affected true interruption rates or 
natural participant behaviours. Furthermore, only a limited number of participants in each role were 
followed due to the broad range of ICU roles included in this study. In the interest of capturing the 
most significant and frequent interruptions to particular roles (identified using the Dual 
Perspectives Method), we chose to follow some roles more frequently than others. As a result, 
there is the potential for bias in the outcome of the analysis. 
A further potential limitation is that we have not calculated inter-observer reliability on the 
data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method. Conducting reliability checks in the field would 
have been impractical as they would have required two observers following the P1 role and a 
further two observers following the P2 role, making four observers altogether. In addition, post-
observation reliability checks would have been limited by the fact that only audio recordings and 
data collection notebooks were available. However, we did seek to augment reliability of the 
method through the use of a standardized data collection protocol with predefined coding 
categories. To answer our research question we prioritized collecting data that were valid for our 
perspective on interacting work functions. For present purposes we argue it may be more 
scientifically informative to rely on a valid method executed with moderate reliability than on a less 
valid method executed with high reliability. 
Specific findings regarding key areas of dependency between ICU roles and the 
development of related interventions may not generalize to other critical care settings due to 
variations in geographical layout, organisation and hierarchy of ICU work roles, among other 
potential differences. However, the method detailed herein can be used to identify 
interdependencies revealed through patterns of interruptions, and to identify targeted solutions that 
meet the needs of any work system. Furthermore, there are many social network analysis tools 
that can be used to reach the same result; the Gephi software package was chosen for this 
research because it is readily available as an open source tool. Most social network visualization 
platforms offer settings that can be manipulated depending on the characteristics of a particular 
data set and ideal visualization settings may vary depending on the work system under study. 
However, the numerical outcome of social network metrics will remain unchanged, making them 
ideal for comparisons to other networks or the same network at a different point in time as noted. 
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5 Conclusion 
The connectedness of roles within the ICU network suggests that interruptions and any 
interventions to reduce or mitigate the effects of interruptions will have an impact on the functioning 
of the entire work system. For this reason it is necessary to employ a combined sociotechnical 
systems approach, such as the method described herein, in the examination of interruptions in 
healthcare. Contrary to a single clinical discipline approach, applying social network analysis 
methods to the observational data collected using the Dual Perspectives Method helped us to 
identify the intra- and inter-disciplinary dependencies in the ICU work system, along with the 
contributing sociotechnical system factors necessary for developing interventions that fit clinical 
workflow better. Interventions that are system-based instead of person-based may reduce 
interruptions while at the same time avoiding unintended consequences that impose additional 
burdens on ICU staff. We hope that other researchers will be able not only to build on our use of 
the Dual Perspectives Method and social network analysis, but also to take our ideas further, in the 
quest to find harmony between research questions, research methods, and analytic techniques. 
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Table 1:  Association matrix showing average number of interruptions observed from colleagues between the 16 unique roles / hour 
 
Administrative Allied Health Medical Nursing Clinical 
Nursing 
Administration 
 
AO ASO Physio Pharm SR JR Cons TL ICN CNCC CNCB BN AIN AN CNRC NUM 
Number of cases observed 2 1 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 4 3 3 3 3 
Average interruptions received / hour 1.83 4.33 3.67 3.00 3.11 4.44 4.83 6.56 6.75 3.00 3.83 4.67 3.44 5.56 3.67 3.44 
FROM/TO AO ASO Physio Pharm SR JR Cons TL ICN CNCC CNCB BN AIN AN CNRC NUM 
Administrative                 
Administrative Officer (AO) 0.50 - - 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.11 0.33 - 0.33 0.25 - - 0.11 - 
Administrative Support Officer (ASO) 0.17 - - - - - - - - 0.33 - - - - 0.11 0.78 
Allied Health                 
Physiotherapist - - 2.44 0.33 0.11 - 0.08 0.11 0.08 - - 0.33 0.11 0.11 - - 
Pharmacist - - - - 0.11 0.33 0.08 - - - 0.17 0.08 - - - - 
Medical                 
Senior Registrar (SR) - - 0.11 - - 0.44 1.42 0.11 0.33 - - 0.08 - - - - 
Junior Registrar (JR) 0.17 - 0.22 0.44 0.78 1.00 0.58 - 0.33 - - 0.25 - 0.11 - - 
Consultant - 2.33 - 0.11 0.33 0.56 0.42 - 0.42 0.33 0.17 0.50 - - 0.11 - 
Nursing Clinical                 
Team Leader (TL) - - - 0.11 - 0.11 0.17 - 0.33 0.17 0.50 0.17 - 1.33 - 0.11 
In-charge Nurse (ICN) 0.17 - - 0.11 - - 0.58 0.89 - - 0.50 0.33 - 0.33 0.22 - 
CNC Clinical (CNCC) - 0.33 0.11 - 0.11 - - 0.33 0.33 - - - - - 0.11 - 
CNC Backfill (CNCB) - - 0.11 - - - - - - 0.17 - - - - 0.11 0.44 
Bedside Nurse (BN) 0.67 0.67 0.56 1.78 1.44 1.78 1.25 2.89 3.33 1.50 1.17 1.92 1.56 3.33 1.89 0.56 
Assistant in Nursing (AIN) - - - - - - - - 0.17 - - 0.17 1.78 0.11 0.11 - 
ACCESS Nurse (AN) - - 0.11 - 0.11 0.11 0.17 2.11 0.75 - 0.33 0.58 - 0.22 0.11 - 
Nursing Administration                 
Clinical Nurse Roster Coordinator (CNCR) 0.17 0.33 - - - - - - 0.33 0.50 0.67 - - - - 1.33 
Nurse Unit Manager (NUM) - 0.67 - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.78 0.22 
(CNC: Clinical nurse consultant; ACCESS nurse: Assistance, Coordination, Contingency, Education, Supervision, Support nurse) 
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Figure 1: Average number of interruptions received by participants (P1) from all sources (i.e., colleagues, patients, families, alarms, phone calls, etc.) per hour 
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Table 2: Social network metrics applied to ICU interruptions network 
Role In-degree Out-degree Standardized in-degree 
Standardized out-
degree 
Weighted in-
degree 
Weighted out-
degree 
Sociometric 
status 
Generalized in-
degree role 
centrality 
Generalized out-
degree role 
centrality 
  
Number of 
clinical roles 
that interrupt 
target 
clinical role 
Number of 
clinical roles 
that are 
interrupted by 
target clinical 
role 
% of all ICU 
roles that 
interrupt target 
clinical role 
% of all ICU roles 
that are 
interrupted by the 
target clinical role 
Sum of average 
incoming 
interruption 
volume from all 
clinical roles 
Sum of average 
outgoing 
interruption 
volume from all 
clinical roles 
Sum of all 
incoming and 
outgoing 
interruption 
volume, relative to 
all clinical roles 
Overall 
'significance' of a 
role, based on how 
many roles are 
interrupting, and 
how frequently 
Overall 'significance' 
of a role, based on 
how many other 
roles it interrupts, 
and how frequently 
AO 6 10 38% 63% 1.9 2.0 0.2 1.0 0.9 
ASO 5 4 31% 25% 4.3 1.4 0.4 4.0 0.8 
Physio 7 9 44% 56% 3.7 3.7 0.5 2.6 2.4 
Pharm 7 5 44% 31% 3.0 0.8 0.2 2.0 0.3 
SR 8 6 50% 38% 3.1 2.5 0.3 1.9 1.6 
JR 8 9 50% 56% 4.4 3.9 0.5 3.3 2.5 
Cons 10 10 63% 63% 4.8 5.3 0.6 3.4 3.8 
TL 7 9 44% 56% 6.6 3.0 0.6 6.3 1.7 
ICN 11 8 69% 50% 6.7 3.1 0.6 5.3 2.0 
CNCC 6 6 38% 38% 3.0 1.3 0.3 2.1 0.6 
CNCB 8 4 50% 25% 3.8 0.8 0.3 2.7 0.4 
BN 11 16 69% 100% 4.7 26.3 1.9 3.0 33.7 
AIN 3 5 19% 31% 3.5 2.3 0.4 3.7 1.6 
AN 7 10 44% 63% 5.5 4.6 0.6 4.9 3.1 
CNCR 10 6 63% 38% 3.7 3.3 0.4 2.2 2.5 
NUM 6 3 38% 19% 3.4 1.7 0.3 2.6 1.2 
Means 7.5 7.5 47% 47% 4.1 4.1 0.5 3.2 3.7 
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Figure 2: ICU social network diagram
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Figure 3: Community of densely connected nodes, identified using modularity metric. 
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Figure 4: Additional community of densely connected nodes, identified using modularity metric 
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Table 3: Individual node and global social network analysis metrics, adapted for the interruptions context 
Individual node metrics 
Metric Definition Illustration 
In-degree The number of roles (nodes) that have interrupted the target role 
(node NT). 
This is an indication of how connected a clinical role is to others in the 
ICU network through interruptions, regardless of how frequently they 
occur. 
 
= 3 
Out-degree The number of roles (nodes) that have been interrupted by the target 
role (node NT). 
This is an indication of how connected a clinical role is to others in the 
ICU network through interruptions, regardless of how frequently they 
occur. 
 
= 2 
Standardized 
in-degree 
In-degree count above, expressed as a percentage of the number of 
nodes in the network. 
This measure allows us to compare the in-degree of nodes across 
networks of different sizes or densities. 
 
= 75% 
Standardized 
out-degree 
Out-degree count above, expressed as a percentage of the number 
of nodes in the network. 
This measure allows us to compare the out-degree of nodes across 
networks of different sizes or densities.  
= 67% 
Weighted in-
degree 
Each node-to-node connection, or ‘edge’, is weighted according to 
the average number (frequency) of interruptions observed from one 
role (node) to another over a 3-hour observation period. 
The weighted in-degree is the total weight of all incoming edges to a 
target node, NT. 
This is an indication of incoming interruption ‘volume’ for a particular 
clinical role. 
 
= 6 
Weighted out-
degree 
The weighted out-degree is the total weight of all outgoing edges from 
a target node. 
This is an indication of outgoing interruption ‘volume’ for a particular 
clinical role. 
 
= 10 
Sociometric 
status 
The sum of the adjusted frequency of interruptions received and 
made by a role (in other words, the sum of the weighted in-degree 
and out-degree measures above) relative to the total number of roles 
(nnodes) in the network. 
This is an indication of total incoming and outgoing interruption ‘traffic’ 
for a particular clinical role, relative to the total number of roles in the 
ICU network. 
(weighted-in degree 
+ weighted out-
degree) 
nnodes 
Generalized 
in-degree 
centrality  
A measure of the overall significance of a role (node) in the network 
as a result of incoming interruptions, based on a combination of in-
degree and weighted in-degree measures. 
To calculate the generalized in-degree centrality, a tuning parameter 
α is used that controls for the relative importance of its in-degree and 
weighted in-degree (Opsahl et al., 2010). When the tuning parameter 
is set to less than 1, the weighted-in degree (or total volume of 
interruptions) becomes less important and the in-degree (number of 
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connections to other nodes) increases the value of the measure. 
When the tuning parameter is greater than 1, the in-degree becomes 
less important and the weighted-in degree increases the value of the 
measure. 
In the case of interruptions, the weighted in-degree, or total volume of 
incoming interruptions, is more important than in-degree because it 
tells us about the frequency of interruptions; this makes it easies to 
identify disproportionate areas of dependency between clinical roles. 
Therefore, a tuning parameter of α = 1.5 has been chosen for the 
purpose of this research. 
Generalized 
out-degree 
centrality 
A measure of the overall significance of a role (node) in the network 
as a result of its outgoing interruptions, based on a combination of 
out-degree and weighted out-degree.  
Global network metrics 
Metric Definition Illustration 
Network 
density 
The number of connections between roles as a fraction of the total 
connections possible. The network density value can range from 0 
(no interruptions, or connections, in the network) to 1 (all roles are 
connected to, or interrupting, others).  
This doesn’t tell us much about the frequency of interruptions, but it 
does give us a sense of how ‘distributed’ communication/interruptions 
are in the ICU network.   
 
Modularity In any given network, nodes that are more densely connected to each 
other than to the rest of the network are referred to as ‘communities’. 
Modularity is an index that identifies the strength of community 
structure within a network (Newman and Girvan, 2004). In the case of 
interruptions, members of a community are more likely to interrupt 
each other than to interrupt other nodes in the network.  
Modularity is calculated by comparing the number of connections 
within each community to the number of connections that would occur 
if the nodes were connected at random. 
High levels of modularity indicate distinct divisions between 
communities. Low levels of modularity (less than 0.5) indicate that 
communities within the network partially overlap. In the latter case, 
the network is likely to consist of a core group of nodes that do not 
form distinct communities. https://netlytic.org/home/?page_id=2 
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Appendix – Details of the Dual Perspectives Method 
 
Information about the Dual Perspectives Method (DPM) is available in McCurdie et al. 
(2017b) which presented qualitative findings from the method. The following details cover aspects 
of the DPM that are relevant for the present Social Network Analysis. 
Training of observers 
Data collection procedures for the DPM were refined following a pilot observation study, 
and all observers were trained in the data collection method used. Two observers were present at 
each observational session. Observer A, who followed participant P1 in every observation, had a 
systems engineering background. Observer B followed participant P2. The role of Observer B was 
filled by one of three clinical research nurses who had clinical experience in the chosen unit of 
study. It was important that at least one observer at each observational session was a staff 
member of the ICU, so that work functions could be more accurately identified as they occurred. 
The purpose of having two observers from different disciplines was to ensure both a systems 
perspective on work functions and a valid practitioner viewpoint on how ICU staff enact work 
functions. 
Data collection 
Both observers used a customised data collection notebook and an audio recorder during 
observations. Each notebook contained questions specific to the participant of interest (P1 – 
interruptee, or P2 – interrupter) and responses were selected mostly from predefined categories. 
Each booklet contained blank pages for capturing details of the primary participant’s work (P1) 
between interruptions.  
Key data collected about P1’s work following an interruption (completed by Observer A): 
• What was the participant doing when their attention was required?  
• Who or what requested their attention?  
• What was the content of the request or distraction? 
Key questions asked of P2 following an interruption (completed by Observer B): 
• Role/scope 
• Experience 
• What were you doing that you couldn’t complete without needing to request the 
participant’s attention? 
• Why did you need to request the participant’s attention? 
• Is there any information/forward planning that may have prevented this attention request? 
How could the system be rearranged? 
• Do you feel that the reason for your attention request has been resolved? 
All observations were purposely conducted during day shifts to capture peak activity across 
the unit. 
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Session debrief 
Following each observation session, the observers conducted a debriefing session with the 
primary participant (P1). Specifically, for each interruption that was followed up, P1 was asked, “Is 
there any information/forward planning that may have prevented this attention request?” In this 
way, both participants’ perspectives of the same interruption event were captured, including their 
perceptions about possible interventions. 
Copies of the DPM data collection materials are available from the corresponding author 
(TMcC) on request. 
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Appendix A – Custom data collection notebooks 
ARCInt-WorkThreads-ParticipantObservationRecord-v01.docx	 	 	 3	
Observation	Record	[1]:	Participant	Thread	 	 	 Time	of	attention	request	(approx.):	___________	
		
1. Where	was	participant	located	when	their	attention	was	requested?		
	
	
3. Function/Activity	Code:			
	
4. Nature	of	task	(circle):	 Routine	 Out-of-the-ordinary	
5. Task	deadline	(circle):	 Plenty	of	time	 Time	running	out	
	
6. Who	or	what	requested	their	attention?	(circle):	
	
Nurse:	 Admin,	Bedside,	Access,	Team	Lead,	In-Charge,	CNC,	NUM,	Non-ICU,	Other:		
Registrar:	 JR	(ICU),	SR	(ICU),	Resident/Registrar	(non-ICU),	Other:	
Consultant:	 Cons	(ICU),	Cons	(non-ICU),	Other:	
Admin	Officer:	 General,	Post-op,	Other:	
Student:	 Medical,	Nursing	
Allied	Health:	 Social	Worker,	Physio,	Pharm,	Dietician,	Prosthetics,	Orthotics,	Occ.	Therapy,	Pastoral	Care/Chaplain,	
Stomal	Therapy,	Other:	
Patient:	 Patient,	Patient’s	family,	Volunteers,	Other:	
	
7. Medium	(circle):	 In	person	 Phone	 Other:	
8. What	was	the	content	of	the	request	or	distraction?		
	
9. Function/Activity	Code:		
	
	
	
10. How	did	they	respond	when	their	attention	was	requested?		
	
Ignored	 Blocked	 Deferred	 Multitasked	 Finished	 Engaged	 Other:	
	
11. [Post-observation	Debrief]	Is	there	any	information/forward	planning	that	may	have	prevented	this	attention	request?	 	
2. What	was	the	participant	doing	when	
their	attention	was	requested?	
Description:	
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ARCInt-WorkThreads-InterrupterObservationRecord-v02.docx	 	 	 3	
Observation	Record	[1]:	Interrupting	Thread	 	 	 Time	of	attention	request	(approx.):	___________	
		
1. *Role/scope:	_________________________________/______________________________________________	 	
	
2. *Experience	in	current	role/in	PAH	ICU:	___________________________/______________________________	
	
3. Where	were	you	located	prior	to	requesting	the	participant’s	
attention?		
	
	
	
	
5. *Function/Activity	Code:			
	
6. Nature	of	task	(circle):	 Routine	 Out-of-the-ordinary	
7. Task	deadline	(circle):	 Plenty	of	time	 Time	running	out	
8. *Why	did	you	need	to	request	the	participant’s	attention	[what	precondition	was	unfilled]?		
	
9. *Function/Activity	Code:		
	
	
	
	
10. Is	there	any	information/forward	planning	that	may	have	prevented	this	attention	request?		
How	could	the	system	be	rearranged?	
	
	
11. What	made	it	important	to	ask	this	question	now?	
	
	
12. *Do	you	feel	that	the	reason	for	your	attention	request	has	been	resolved?	
	
a. If	yes:	What	would	you	do	if	the	attention	request	had	not	been	addressed	by	the	participant?	
Details:	
b. If	no:	Is	there	anything	else	you	will	do	to	resolve	the	reason	for	the	attention	request?	
Details:	
	 	
4. *What	were	you	doing	that	you	
couldn’t	complete	without	needing	to	
request	the	participant’s	attention?	
	
Description:	 	
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Appendix B - Introduction to “Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions for 
Mitigating or Preventing Interruptions in Critical Care” 
Interruptions can be disruptive and prevalent in critical care, but they are also needed for care 
progression. 
Simply discouraging interruptions at the “sharp end” of work (e.g., discouraging colleagues from 
interrupting a nurse doing medication administration at the patient bedside) can lead to unintended 
consequences such as delays to patient care or hesitation of junior staff to clarify issues or 
anomalies. 
Instead, system-level interventions are needed at the ‘blunt end’ to better match the needs of 
clinical workflow and facilitate safe and effective care (e.g., accessible electronic forms instead of 
reliance on hard-to-find physical copies).  
This guide is intended to help nurse unit managers (NUMs) identify strategies to improve the 
management of work task interruptions in their particular critical care environment. 
Context is important in your consideration of the issues and solutions – variables such as the 
physical layout of your unit, staff numbers and skill mix, and patient load can play a role in 
determining interventions that are most appropriate. 
 
Procedure for using the Guide to Identifying Appropriate Interventions 
for Mitigating or Preventing Interruptions in Critical Care 
Step 1: Consult with staff across all disciplines regarding their experience with work task 
interruptions to understand: what tasks are being interrupted, who gets interrupted the most, and 
where and why the interruptions are happening. Consider asking staff how they think the impact of 
interruptions might be reduced. Processes for consultation might include surveys, focus groups or 
one-on-one discussions. 
Step 2: Consolidate responses and determine the most pressing areas of concern based on what 
you see to be the dangers of interruptions in your unit (e.g., forgotten tasks, errors, staff burnout). 
Processes for determining most pressing areas of concern might include ranking issues by risk to 
patient safety or contribution to staff frustration. 
Step 3: For each area of concern, decide if interruptions are necessary or if they should be 
prevented. This is a value judgement based on the needs of your particular unit. Consider the 
consequences of solving the problem by allowing interruptions to occur while mitigating their 
effects, or preventing interruptions altogether. 
Step 4: Use the “Hierarchy of Intervention Effectiveness for Mitigating Interruptions” provided to 
help you brainstorm interventions that are most appropriate for your unit. Give preference to 
system-based (top) vs. person-based (bottom) interventions. Examples in each category are 
provided. Use the checkboxes and whitespace provided to keep track of steps that have been 
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completed and solutions that have been considered. After working through the guide you may 
decide to ‘do nothing’ if interventions are not appropriate for your unit.  
Step 5: Re-evaluate your work system on a regular basis for pressing areas of concern. Determine 
when and how to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions if implemented. 
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Appendix C – Semi-structured interview debrief questionnaire and results 
InterruptionInterventionInterview-Debrief-v01.docx 
Evaluation of an aid to improve the management of workplace interruptions 
Semi-structured Interview - Debrief 
 
Participant ID: _________________________ 
 
1. How easy was it to understand the interruptions intervention selection tool? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
difficult 
Difficult 
Slightly 
difficult 
Neutral 
Slightly 
easy 
Easy Very easy 
 
2. How easy was it to apply the interruptions intervention selection tool to your scenario? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
difficult 
Difficult 
Slightly 
difficult 
Neutral 
Slightly 
easy 
Easy Very easy 
 
3. How effective is the interruptions intervention selection tool in identifying and assessing the 
range of system-based intervention options? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
ineffective 
Ineffective 
Slightly 
ineffective 
Neutral 
Slightly 
effective 
Effective 
Very 
effective 
 
4. Overall, how useful do you think the interruptions intervention selection tool would be in 
improving the management of interruptions on your unit? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very 
Useless 
Useless 
Slightly 
useless 
Neutral 
Slightly 
useful 
Useful Very useful 
 
5. If you were using something like this tool on a yearly basis, would you prefer hard copy vs. 
soft copy to work from? 
 
6. Any other feedback? 
 
A summary of scores is presented on the following page in Table C1.
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Table C1: Results of semi-structured interview debrief questionnaire, scored on a 7-point Likert-type scale, 
where 1 represents a low score and 7 represents a high score. Values are the mean and standard error of 
the mean (SEm). 
Item Mean (SEm) 
1. How easy was it to understand the tool? 5.4 (0.68) 
2. How easy was it to apply the tool? 4.8 (0.86) 
3. How effective was the tool at identifying intervention options? 5.8 (0.37) 
4. How useful do you think the tool will be in improving the 
management of interruptions on your unit? 
5.0 (0.55) 
 
